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Last Cut-Price Sale of ihE Season! GAVE HER THE SHAKE
Commencing August 15th and closing September 1st, we
are going to offer some moving bargains! These are a
few; we have many more as good:
25 cts., worth $1.00 to $1.50.
16 Pairs - Ladies' Farce Jxfords
23 Pairs Child's Slippers and xfords
18 Pairs - Misses' 0.rfo ds Tan
50 eta., worth $2.00 to $2 50.
15 Pairs - - Ladies' Oxfords
23 Pairs - Ladies' Kid Batton Shoes
18 Pairs Child's Oxfords, blacks, tans
$1..00, worth $2.00 to $3.00.
16 Pairs - - Ladies' Oxfords
11 Pairs Ladies' pat. tip Button Shoes
15 Pairs Ladies' C. S. Batto Shoes
$1.00, worth $1.50 to $2.00.
20 Pairs Mens' Shoes, Congress
13 Pairs - .Men's Shoes. Lace
20 Pairs Boys' Shoes, Lace and Conn
$2.00, worth $2.50 to $3.00.
15 Pairs - Men's Con. and Lace
12 Pairs - - Men's Lace Captor
18 Pairs - - Boys' Lace Captor
$3.00 and $3.50, worth $5.00.
85 Pairs Men's Fine Hand-sewed
Shoes. Some go at 83.00; others at
$3.670.
Monarch Shirts, c lored, 85 cts, $1; worth $1.25 and $1.5o.
Men's' Hats at ONE-FOURTH OFF Regular price. Come and look at our Bat
stock. It will pay you.
Lad is ).; cent Blak Hose, fast colors, - - - - For 10 cents
_Ladiesel rent Black Hose, 1,a.st colors, 40 laugi - For 18 els , two for 35 cents
Ladies' 30 cent Black Hose,11qt colors, hand-shaped 7 - - For 20 cents
TAXIIIOSE AT HALF-PRICE!
If you don't come to this sale y;u will regretit. See our hand bills Jonahl list
of bargains.
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PETREE & COAPANY
Sign of the Big Boot.
THE LOW PRICE 1
Prevailing on all
Farm Products
Makes the thrifty planter all the
keener to increase the quantity and
improve the quality of such prod-
ucts. Aware of this fact, we try to
procure the i best of everything in the
implement line to offer him. In grain
drills we have both the
"SUPERIOR"
' and theEMPI RE"
They are made both with and with-
out the-fertilizer attachment. The
Superior is made with either discs or
hoes for putting in the grain; the
Empire is piade with the hoes only.
They are the best drills money can
buy, and, owing to the variety in
constructian, they afford the follow-
lowing lines of drills to select from:
Superia Make:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertiiizer attachment.
Empire Make: .
. A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hoe Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Any one ban be suited in this largc
line.
FORtES & BRO.,
Tenth and Main Streets.
e sel."4"c
Maud Veach Brings
Charges Against Young.
WHY HE MARRIED HER.
He Wanted to Avoid the Penalty and Then
Deserted Her.
Maud M. Veach, alias Maud M.
Young, is the way the plaintiff in a
spicy suit filed for the next term of
Christian Circuit Court styles herself in
the petition. She brings serious charges
against Arthur Young. The affair is a
big sensation in the neighlerhood where
the parties to the suit reside.
The plaintiff states that she is under
twenty-one years of age, having been
born in this county on the 14th day of
January, 1881, and that the defendant
is also a native of Christian and has
continually resided here.
She claims that through a promise of
marriage she was seduced by Young.
The woman states that when Young
learned of the probable result that he
proposed that they should carry out the
contract of marriage, to which she, in
good faith, agreed They were mar-
ried on the 22nd day of January, 1896.
She subsequently discovered, she says,
that the plaintiff married her in order
to escape the penalty that the law would
have enforced against him.
Immediately after the ceremony was
performed Young left her and has never
since lived and cohabited with her, antl
although he has money and property
and is a strong and able bodied man, he
has never since the marriage contrib-
uted to her support, but on the other
hand, he has refused and still refuses,
though often entreated, to live ith her
or to maintain her.
The plaintiff claims that the marriage
was fraudulently obtained and without
purpose on his part to act as her hus-
band, and that the marriage is null and
void.
She prays for the judgment of the
court declaring it so to be, and that she
be restored to her midden name and to
all her rights as a single woman.
Having neither property of her own
nor ally means of making a support she
prays for alimony to at least the sum of
$300 and further HUM as the court may
from time to time adjudge her entitled
to.
How would it suit the people of this
district to have Maj. James B. Garnett
preside as Circuit Judge after Judge
Breathitt't present term expires? asks
the Tale of Two Cities. His seventeen
years service as Commonwealth's At-
torney has qualified him to an eminent
degree for the important place, and
there is not an abler or more profound
lawyer in the State. If he should con-
sent to shy his castor into the ring next
year he would be a hard man to beat.
If be should get the nomination he
would defeat any Republican that might
be put up against him, and make a judge
this district might well feel prood of.
Hon. John Young Brown has con-
sented to address the people of Hopkins
county on the fifth day of next month
He will speak in the afternoon and au
effort will be made to get Lion. John S.
lilies to speak at night.
Max M. Haubery will not start a Re-
publican newspaper in Trigg county as
he has been threatening to do. He ex-
pected to purchase the press and CaS4
of the defunct Caldwell County Ness.
Since James Rogers secured possession
of that plant Mr. Hanbery has aban-
doned the idea of starting a paper. He
sill "mould" opinions through the col-
umns of Rogers' paper.
The Populists of this district ha e
made a proposition to the Democrats o
hold a primary election between Dr.
Clardy and Capt. Bell. It is not proba-
ble that the proposition will be seriously
considered. Such an election will cause
much unnecessary expense.
We feel like congratulating the peo-
ple, that is the voters of Hopkins coun-
ty, on the fact that up to the present no
one has as yet publicly announced him-
self as a candidate for any county office
to be filled at the election in 1897, says
the Hustler. In many of the counties
the candidates* have been before the peo-
ple for nearly 'a year, much to the an-
noyance of the voters and the expense
of the office-seekers. At the proper
time our county will have its show of
candidates, but there is plenty of time
yet. These men are now simply watch-
iug their fences.
Declines to Make the Race.
Mr. John W. Lockett has declined to
make the race for Congress on the gold
standard ticket against Dr. John D.
Clardy.
Ross Davis' Baby Dead.
Mr. Lucian H. Davis received a tele-
gram from his brother, Mr. Row Davis,
announcing the death of the latter's
child at Richland, Iowa.
Threatened to Shoot Her.
Edgar Wooten is charged with draw-
ing a pistol upon and threatening to kill
the pretty daughter of Mr. John Max-
able, a well-known nerchant of Jordon
Springs, near Clarksville, and the _offi-
cers are looking for him. Mismblarable
was Wooten's sweetheart and he drew
the pistol during a quarrel.
Death Near Pee Des.
Mr. G. E. Huston, a highly respected
gentleman, died last week at the hon e
of his daughter, Mrs. G. W. Jones, nem r
Pee Dee. He had been sick for several
months. Senile debility caused his
death. He was sesenty-eight years old.
All who knew the deceased speak of
him in complimentary terms. He was
a man of marked probity and strict in-
tegrity.
Forty Cents P•r Gallon.
We don't mean blackberries or plunis,
but tobacco worms are worth that now
on the market. The farmers in this
county have struck upon a novel and
successful way of ridding their tobacco
patches of worms. They are offering
forty cents per gallon for all the worms
brought to them, and it is said that
hands are plentiful at remunerative
wages.-Elktou Progress.
Death From An Old Wound.
Dr. R M. Cravens, well-known in
Hopkinevillo, died Saturday at Prince-
ton, aged seventy-three year's He was
born and reared in Princeton. Prior to
the Civil War he went to Tennessee,
where he lived several years. He was
an old-time Whig, and at the beginning
of the war, in Paris, Tenn., he was shot
by James Cook, a negro speculator,
without provocation, some of the buck-
shot entering his lungs, from which he
never fully recovered. He leaves a
widow.
Will Run for Mayor.
Col. Ion B. Nall, a former citizen of
this °silty, is the free ether camlidate
for neiyor of Louisville. He is editor of
the Fsruier's Home Journal and last
Serious year made the race for Commissioner of Greatly Pleased
Agriculture on tho Democratic State
ticket.
'BRYAN IS CONFIDENT' The appraised value of the millinery
stock of T. J. Sarzedas, who made an
I 
assignment a few days ago, is about
$225. The liabilities are over $000.
at the Po-
sition of Richard Croker.
Will be • Success.
Notwithstanding the lateness of an-
nouncement and preparation the Chris- LEADERS FAVOR HIM.
tian County Fair gives promise of being
a success. Secretary Galbreath is re-
ceiving many inquiries regarding the
meeting from all over this and other He Intimates that Financial Interests Mu-
States.
An Enjoyable Party.
The Misses Rust entertained a few
friends Saturday night at their home on
South Main street. A musical progriun
was rendered and delicious refresh-
ments served. Ths evening was much
enjoyed by those fortunate enough to be
present.
A New Feature.
Ringling Brothers' circus, which will
come to Hopkinsville next mouth, has
many new features. Landuer Troupe
of Flexible Models is being started.
This t:oupe casuists of nine athletes,
whose act is said to abound in marvel-
ous ft-attires.
Asylum Patient Dead.
William Cayce, an inmate of the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In
sane, died Sunday night. He was forty-
two years old and had been in the insti-
tution for treatment for four years.
The remains were buried Monday after-
noon et the Bob Foard farm.
A Young Lady Dead.
Miss Lacy Powell, a popular young
lady of the Fruit Hill vicinity, died
Satue:ay from consumption. She was
only seventeen years old and was bright
and attractive and loved by a large eir-
cle of relatives and acquaintance's
Funeral services were held yesterday
afternoon.
Resolutions Passed.
Whe reas, our Heavenly Father in
His wisdom has taken teem our society
one of its well-beloved me4nbers, sister
Grace Garnett Donaldson therefore be
it resolved :
That, while we feel our great loss in
her death, we recognize that our toes is
her gain, and that the lovely character
which she has left is a goodly heritage
and will remain to incite us to renewed
endeavors in the Christian life.
We extend our love and sympathy to
the bereaved family and bid them east
their leardon on the Lord who said "I
tun the resurrection and ths life; he
that believeth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live."
Be it further resolved: That, these
resolutions be apreak on the records of
this 80( iety and be given to the city pa-
pers for publication.
s Thos W. Loan.
Committee MIAs ANNIE CRAM!,
f W. S. HALE,
NAMED THIS MORNING
Election Officers For The
Ensuing Year Appointed
BY JUDGE BREATHITT.
Heavy Penalty for Failure. Wthout Good Cause.
To Discharge the Duties.
Comity Judge John W. Breathitt ap-
pointed this morning the following elec-
tion officers to serve at the November
election of this year and for one year
following, or until their sucteeesors are
appointed and qualified. Any officer
failing to perform the duties of the of-
fice, unless for good reason, shall be
tined from $25 to 000:
Hopkinsville, No. I-W. M. Davis,
H. E. Wiley, judgee;J. W. Wicks sher-
iff ; A. M. Wallis. clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 2-G. W. Wiley, F.
S. Meacham, judges; B. L. Leavell,
sheriff; J. K. Gant, clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 3-L. A. Moore, J
B. Dade, judges; A. C. Bush, sheriff ;
0. M. Steele, clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 4-E. M. Flack, R.
T. McDaniel, judges; J. B. West, sher-
iff; H. W. Breathitt. clerk.
Concord-A. F. Witty, E. W. Davis,
judges; C. W. Lacey, sheriff; L. Star-
ling clerk.
Palmyra-F. H. Renshaw, E. R. El-
liott, judges; W. E. Wilkins, sheriff; G.
L. Campbell, clerk.
Long-views:L. 0. Garrott, S. .R. Da-
vis, judges; H. Payne, sheriff; E. T.
Griffin, clerk.
Beverly-A. E. Word, Lat. Jeiiiiimos
judges; G. W. Allen, sheriff; T. H. Ma-
jor, clerk.
Casky-Winston Henry, S. Leavell,
judges; J. A. Anglin, sheriff ; T. Green,
Jr., clerk.
GortIontield-J. H. Stephens, J. W.
Settle, judges; D. W. Pettus, sheriff;
T. M. Barker, clerk.
S. Pembroke-I. Garrott, E. T.
Primm, judges; J. W. Croat, sheriff; B.
M. Trabue, Jr., clerk.
Brent's Shop-J. S. Hanbery, G. M.
Wolf, judges; Louis Gee, sheriff; J.
Carlos, clerk.
Newatead-J. W. McGatighy, Jack-
eon Cox, judges; Buck Baker, sheriff;
A. M. Henry, clerk.
Gracey-Wm. Cravens, H. B. Clark.
judges; J. W. Wood, sheriff; J. J.
Reed, clerk.
N. Pembroke-C. E. Mann, R. Y.
Pendleton, Sr., judges; A. Ware, sher-
iff; R. T. Chilton, clerk.
Edwards' Mill-Wm. Reed, G. W.
Bowles, judges; T. L. Graham, sheriff;
U. W. Winfree, clerk.
Perry's-S. T. Fruit, C. T. Yancey,
judges; Thos. Hord, sheriff; W. R. El-
liott, clerk.
Lafayette-R. J. Carrothere, W. R.
Harrison, judges; W. T. Brame, sheriff;
J. W. Davison, clerk.
Bennettstown-J. A. Boyd, Z. C. Jor-
don, judges; W. B. Pace, sheriff; A. CI
Pollard, clerk.
Howell-T. B. Brown, A. White,
judges; M. A. Littlefield, sheriff; J. F.
Dixon, clerk.
W. Crofton-Juo. S. Long, H. C.
Brasher, judges; E. Lovier, sheriff, M.
B. Brown, clerk.
E. School House-F. M. Stephens, L.
W. D. Hanbery, judges; J. Martin,
sheriff; B. F. Fuller, clerk.
Bainbridge-J. J. Cox, C. E. Rawles,
judges; J. F. Turner, sheriff; H. E.
Wouley, clerk.
Lantrips-J. W. Collins, Andrew
White, judges; J. R. Fuller, sheriff; R.
F. Pool, clerk.
E. Crofton-J. M. Clark, J. A. Shel-
ton, judges; V. C. Clark, sheriff; C. M.
Gray, clerk.
Bluff Springs-G. N. Johnson, I. H.
Wicks, judges; L. M. Henderson, sher-
iff; T. M. Lamy, clerk.
Dogwood-J. H. Cavanaugh, J. J.
Barnes, judges; S. T. Me-ye-nn, sheriff;
J. T. Walker, clerk.
Baker's Mill-B. M. Powers, W. R.
Putman, judges; S. J. Weatet, sheriff;
Geo. H. Meyers, clerk.
ence His Opponents.
[sPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Upper Red Hook, N. Y., Aug. 22.-
Every indication has been toward what
is a settled fact that Wm. J. Bryan ex-
pects and has been assured of Eastern
support. Letters continued to pour in
asking him to speak at Eastern points
and if the requests were heeded he
could spend the entire time from now
until election day in New York State.
Nearly every city of any size between
New York and Chicago has asked him
to make a stop, and without any excep-
tion the invitations have come from
leaders of Democratic organizations.
Mr. Bryan showei no serprise at the
ne-a-spaper stories that the New York
Democratic organizations had decided
to support him. He did reflect a little
bit upon the statement that Senator
Hill had told Senator Danforth that he
would support and work for him (Mr.
1711a:ire mHe said in return to that gu-61
"It is not Senator Hill's custom to
speae through others, and I douLt if
Mr. Danforth gave out a statement pur-
porting to be made by Senator Hill. The
Senator will probably make his own an-
nouncement."
The receipt of a letter from leader
Sheehan, of Tammany, asking Mr. Bry-
an to speak in New York, added anoth-
er chain to the circumstances leading
up to proof of a thorough understanding
between Mr. Bryan and the New York
Democracy.
The published statement that Mr.
Richard Croker had approved Mr. Shee-
han's and Tammany's course in indors-
ing Bryan caused the candidate a great
deal of satisfaction, however, and he
said that he had always believed that
all the great leaders would fall into line,
except, perhaps, those who had financial
interests with the gold side of the issue,
intimating that the leaders in the gold
Democratic movement had mercivary
tereets.
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, who has
just returned from the Pacific come
was at Democratic headquarters to-day.
In an interview he said that as the sea
timent now exists in the country, Bryan
would be elected, but that Republicans
told him the sentiment would change
before election. The Senator said he
failed to see that the sentiment of the
country through which he passed had
changed, but was inclined to think that
the money which the Republicans are
putting into the campaign will have its
effect. He did not meau by this, he
added, that voters would be bought,
but that the Republicans will get their
literature more largely circulated, will
have more speakers, and will have more
and better iuformed men at many
places who will-be able to defeat the
Democrats in niasnment.
He said he noticed at the stations and
other places where there were groups of
men talking, arguing the silver ques-
tion, in every instance that as a general
thing the Republican was better in-
formed and could array his argument
with more effect, and when he got the
best of his Democratic antagonist he
was likely to carry the crowd with him.
This he ettributed to a large circula-
tion of literature and special work of
the Republicans, who were posting men
everywhere to be able to argue the
question. Senator Bacon thought that
this was the only feature wherein the
Republicans were succeeding, and said
he had no doubt that all this would be
counteracted by the Democrats.
_ 
BILLINGSGATE AND BOMBAST.
The New York "Journal's' Estimate of
Bourke Cochran's Speech.
When announcement was made that
Mr. Bourke Cochran would answer Mr.
Bryan, many people asked: "Why?"
As an orator Mr. Cochran ranks high,
not only in New York, but in the na-
tion. As a statesman, he has not, per-
haps, manifested any striking brillian-
cy ; yet has not descended to positive
mediocrity. His reputation as a politi-
cal prophet, of course, suffered from his
assertion, made "in thunder. lightning
and in ruin" at Chicago wigwam in
1s92, that Grover Cleveland was popu-
lar every day except election day. The
issue showed that Cleveland was popu-
lar election day and never thereafter.
Lase night's oration showed, however,
that the selection of Mr. Cochran to ex-
press the views of the anti-Bryan ele-
meut in the community was eminently
logical. His speech was, in effect, a
compilation of the editorials of most of
our excellent contemporaries in this
city. For a section of the electorate
which certainly nearly approaches one-
half, and which many of us believe
greatly exceeds that proportion, he has
nothing but abuse. The supporters of
Bryan are, to his mind, nothing but an-
archists, conimunists, cranks or repudia-
tors. To the calm, logical argument
which the Democratic nominee pre-
sented in the same hall a wee.k earlier,
Mr. Cochran returns nothing but abuse.
With him, theories of finance take place
second to virulence of epithet. He
abandons argument in defense of his
case to berate the opposing counsel.
The Democratic party may well wel-
come Mr. Cochran's speech, for it puts
iu compact form the whole argument of
the enemy. That it was addressed to
an audience of creditable proportions
adds to its worth to thaw against whom
it was directed. And with the satisfac-
tion which all Democrats must feel in
finding the foremost champion of the
anti-Bryan forces so weak a tribune
must be added a certain amusement in
noting that while Bryan, the -boy ora-
tor," offered New Yorkers argtuuent
and statistics, Cochran, the much
lauded statesman, gave them billings-
gate and bombast.
•
Will Help the Company.
Lieut. Col. Jonett Henry has been de-
tailed by Col. T. J. Smith to attend to
the reorganization of Oowpany D. .
The Assets and Liabilities.
Eclipse Not Visible.
Owing to the clouds that insisted on
hiding the face of the moon the eclipse
of Saturday night was not Seen • in this
vicinity. The moon entered the shadow
at 11:40 and left at 2:50.
Meeting of the bankers.
The fifth annual meeting of the Ken-
tucky State Bankers' Association will
not be held in Hopkinsville, as was an-
nounced last week, but in Louisville.
An interesting feature of the meeting
will be the prize essay contest. This
will be exactly on the same lines as the.
Thomas L. Barrett contest last year.
This year the prizes, $100, $50 and ,25
in gold, will be given by Mr. D. A.
Sayre, of Lexington, to three employee
of banks in the State who shall write
the best essays on subjects connected
with banks and banking in Kentucky.
OLD "BOYS" WILL MEET.
A Re-Union of the Survivors of the '49
Gold Fever to be Held.
Are there any "forty-niners" in
Christian county? A re-union of Ken-
tucky survivors of California emigrants
during the gold fever in 1849 will be
held at Madisonville on the 22nd of next
month.
Mr. John Montgomery, of this city,
has the management of the proposed re-
nine's He thinks that &goodly number
of the "boys" will meet with him on
the date named. He has received many
letters from all over the State asking
about the re-union.-MadisonvilleHtud-
ler.
CAUSED BY BRIGHT'S DISEASE
Mr. James E. McCarron Died Last
Sunday Night.
Mr. James E. McCarron, a well-
known citizen, died Sunday night from
Bright's disease. He had been in bad
bad health for two years or longer.
He had been a citizen of this county
since early boyhood, and except for a
few years when he lived in New Or-
leans, had spent his life near Hopkins-
vine. He married when a young man.
His wife was a Miss Stevenson. Seven
children were the result of this union,
all of whom, and his wife, survive him.
The children are Messrs. Frank, Dick,
Harry and John hicCarmll, Mrs. Chas.
Markham and Misses Ruth and Bessie
McCarron.
The deceased was a man of many fine
traits of character and had the esteem
and respect of all who knew him. The
funeral took place Monday at two
o'clock at the late residence. The ser-
vices were conducted le- the Rev. Dr.
W. L. Nourse.
. -  
NEALE IS CONFIDENT.
Cairo and Cumderland Cap
Road Will Be Built.
DREAM OF HIS LIFE.
Two Surveying Parties Are Now at Work
Along the Proposed Route.
A man possessed of the indomitable
pluck and untiring energy that are char-
acteristic of Mr. B. P. Neale, promoter
of the Cairo and Cumberland Gap Rail-
road, deserves to succeed, and usually
accomplishes his purpose, says the
Franklin Favorite. For years the gen-
tleman referred to has devoted his time
and resources to the enterprise between
Cairo and Cumberland Gap. At times
he has been elated at the most flattering
prospects of the early materialization of
his scheme, only to be grievonely disap-
pointed. Never giving up, always
hopeful, always confident and the char-
ter he carried in his pocket was valu-
able almost beyond price, he has finally
succeed in making a substantial begin-
ning to what he believes to be a success-
ful culmination of his life-dream-the-
completion of that road.
A surveying party was put to work
several days ago at Cairo to make the
survey to Franklin. Another party be-
gan at Cumberland Gap to werk West
and yesterday morning a third party be-
gan near Franklin to work Eastward on
the survey till the other party is met.
The most difficult sun-eying is on the
Eastern end of the road; hence the two
engineering corps' on this end.
Mr. Neale was not Inclined to be com-
municative to the Favorite representa-
tive in regard to plans, but lie said casu-
ally that no attempt would be made to
float bonds, or other arrangements for
construction, till the present financial
controversy was settled, one way or the
other. That the road would be con-
structed, he, of course, was confident.
"A FINE CITIZEN."
[SPECIAL 10 NEW ERAj
Washington, D. C., Aug. 22.-There
is exceptionally good authority for the
statement that Mr. Cleveland has nos
concluded to recommend an independent
gold Democratic uomination, urging the-
importance of maintaining Democratic
party organization for the upholding of
Democratic principles, as he under-
stands them, including free trade and a
gold standard, and urging against the-
possibility of Democrats supporting Mc-
Kinley, who is the chief antagonist oi
one of the great principles that
Democracy stands for-free trade. It
is said that he will insist upon the great
importance of the Democrats, who are
to preserve pure Democracy, standing
out not for one principle only, but for
all the Democratic principles, and pre-
serving Democracy ill all its parity.
A BIG SURPRISE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 21.-The Demo-
crats' of this city were very much ear-
prised when it Was announced yesterday
afternoon that 'United States Senator
Wm. Lindsay had bolted, that he had
sent a dispatch to the bolter's conven-
tion at Louisville saying that he would
have been present and would have par-
ticipated in the work of the convention
if he had not been detained at home by
sickness. It was known that Senator
Lindsay had been dissatisfied shortly
after the adjournment of the Chicago
convention, but it had been understood
that he had some time since given up
all idea of bolting-henee his action on
yesterday was a great surprise to the
people of this city. His friends feel
that by bolting he hiss ruined his politi-
cal future.
THE CONVENTION.
An Account
Bolters Did Yesterday.
COLSON A WINNER.
The Democratic National Headquarters Le-
Cited It the Auditorium at Mews
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 21.-When Mr.
Geo. Davie, the chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee of the gold-bug Demo-
crats, who are sailing under the name
of the National Democratic party, called
the convention to order in Music Hall
at five minutes after 2 o'clock yesterday
afternoon. The roll-call showed that
ninety-seven counties out of the
119 counties in Kentucky were
represented by delegations. Dr.
Hemphill, of the Second Presbyterian
etnech of this city, offered a prayer.
Mr. Davie then presented ex-Lieutenant
Gov. J. R. Hindman, of Knott county,
who had been selected,by the State Com-
mittee to be the Temporary Chairman.
Both Mr. Davie and Mr. Hindman ad-
dressed the convention. The Tempo-
rary Chairman then appointed the us-
ual committees
-Credentials, Remain-
ftoiornswoarnkd. OrgainTht 
convention -tacne dthaleeyn listened
to an address by Col. W. C. P. Breckin-
ridge, which While it was probably a
fine, oratorical effort, was the regulation
speech that the bolters all over the
country have been making since the ad-
journment of the Chicago convention,
and contained the usual talk about
"agrarianism," "communism," "Popu-
lism," "fiatism" and the other "isms"
that readers of gold-bug newspapers are
so familiar with.
After Col. Breckinridge's speech the
convention took a recess, and met again
at 5:15 o'clock, but adjourned a short
while later, the committees were not
ready to report. The convention as-
sembled a little after 7 o'clock. The
Committee on Organization reported
that Judge J.Qainc-y Ward had been se-
lected for Permanent Chairman, he was
then conducted to the chair, and made
a speech before seating himself. While
aiting for the report of the Committee
on Resolutions the convention listened
to addresses from R. T. Tyler, Gen.
Simon Bolivar Buckner and A. J. Car-
roll.
The convention selected Gen. S. B
Buckner, of Hart county, A. J. Carroll,
of Louisville, W. C. P. Breckiuridge, of
Lexington, and Wilbur F. Browder, of
Russellville, ;as delegate* from the
State-at-larg 
the Indianapolis con-
ven ion.
The platfortn reported and adopted
favors the maintenance of the single
gold standard, and denounced the Dem-
ocratic party for favoring the free and
unlimited coinage of silver. It also in-
dorses the interference of the Federal
Government in local affairs, as it says
that it is the duty of the Government
to protect the property of citizens. It
seems to forget that there are State
Governments for that purpose. It also
indorses the civil service, by which men
can remain in office all their lives if
they are so fortunate as to mice get in.
A resolution was adopted instructing
the delegates to vote for Gen. Buckner
for Vice President. Another resolution
was adopted in which it was declared
that the National Gold-bog Executive
Committee was entitled to the thanks
of all "Democrats" for calling the In-
dianapolis convention. Still another
resolution indorses the course of the pa-
pers that have deserted the Democratic
party and which are now fighting for
the gold standard.
The Second district convention that
met before the State convention in-
dorsed John W. Lockett, of Henderson,
as the gold-bog candidate for Congress
in the Second district.
The delegates appointed to the In-
dianapolis convention from the Second
district were John F. Lockett, of Hen-
derson, and Robert Craig, of Daviess.
The alternates were L. D. Hockersmith.
of Hopkins, and E. M. Flack, of Chris-
tian. George Givens, of Henderson,
was chosen as elector for the Second
district. Mr. H. W. Tibbs, of Hopkins-
vile, was chosen as alternate, but he
afterwards reenested that the name of
Mr E. M. Flack be substituted. Mr. R.
S. Dulin, of Christian county, was ap-
pointed to be a member of the State
Central Committee.
The convention a<ottra d at 11:40
last night.
From the talk of the delegates to this
convention one. would have supposed
that they fepresented great masses of
voterewhen the truth of the business is
they represent only a handful scattered
all over the State.
A rINE ADDRESS.
[splett.AL TO NEW ERA J
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 20.-More than
5,000 people last evening were present
to hear Lord Russell, of Kiloween, the
Lord Chief Justice of England, address
the American Bar Association on "In-
ternational law." It was an able ad-
dress.
WHY BRYAN MAY WIN.
[sPserAL TO RIM ERA.]
London, Aug. 21.-The St. JA11188.
Gazette publishes a column leading ar-
ticle pointing out that Bryan's chance
of election to the Presidency of the
United State is not hopeless, conclud-
ing,,Iwt itshimrenearpomikbilnegto:
doubt that thous-
ands of Americana will vote for Bryan
and free sileer mainly because they
think it will mean a deadly blow to
English capitalists and financiers, who
art, supposedio have sucked the gold
from the country and impoverished its
artisans and farmers."
A RECEIVER.
IsplicIAL TO NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., Aug.24.-Application
was made ill the Federal Court here
this afternoon for a receiver for the
Louisville, New Albany & Chicago
Railway Co.. better known as the
..Monon." The receiver will be decid-
ed upon and appointed before night.
. The L. N. A. & C. has been making a
of What the hard fight for Some time, but Inisiness
did not improve, so u receiver had to be
naked for.
WILL NOT MEET BRECK.
keessaAL TO NEW FILE.,
Winchester, Ky., Aug. 24.-Mr. Tar-
vin, the Democratic candidate for Presi-
dential elector, declines to meet Col.
Breckinridge in joint debate- nulees
the Colonel will come out and declare
himself for McKinley. Mr. Tarrin says
that the only party that has adopted a
gold platform is the Republican and
that if Breckinridge dessres to speak as
a supporter of McKinley then he will
meet him, otherwise he will not. All
of the Democratic candidates for elector
may adopt this policy towards the bolt-
en.
DAMAGED BY STORM.
[tipECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Princeton, Ky., Aug 24.-The worms
had -played the wild" with the tobse co
crop in Caldwell, but what these pests
had not ruined was cisiaroyed entirely
by the storm which swept over the coun-
ty early ;Sunday morning. The dem-
age was immense.
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Elkton, Ky., Aug. 24.-Gee. Jefferson,
of Russellville, tried to commit sue-ide
here this morning.
AGAINST BRYAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA,
Jacksonville, Fla, Aug 24-Hon. John
E. Hartridge, a leading Democrat can-
didate for United States Senator in
Florida, has come out in a strong card
repudiating Bryan and the Chicago
platform.
BOSS PLATT FOR GOVERNOR.
iSPECIAL TO NEW Els.]
New York, Aug 24-The politicial
situation in New York indicates that
Hon. Thomas C. Platt will recieve the
Republican nomination for Governor
without opposition.
Mr. Bryan's New York Address.
Joornal.
Unless the conspiracy of silence eo
execrably entered into by the press of
the land proceeds to unparalleled viola-
tion of the rights of newspaper sub-
scribers, this address will be in the
hands of every intelligent citizen in the
land. To all such the Journal extends
an invitation to point out in' it the taint
of anarchy, a hint of immaturity, a sign
of aught save cool, self-respecting argu-
ment based on an obviously profound
knowledge of the issues involved.
OFFERINGS WEREFEW.
The Market Was More Ac-
tive Than Usual.
THE WEEKLY REPORT.
The Worms are Still Playing Havoc.- Rains
are Necessao
The offerings this week were only 375.
sales 328. There were loss rejections
proportionately than any sale during
the year. The market was more active
than at any time for the past mouth
and price* advanced. Except on com-
mon lugs. common leaf up was quite
strong. This features was brought about
by extensive and serious damage to
crops by worms, which from reports
seem to be general over the dark district.
Much worse is some sections. than oth-
ers, but bad in all.
W08.
Common  $1 00 to $2 00
Medium   2 00 to $ 00
Good.  .. 3 00 to 400
Fine  4 00 to 45d
LEAP.
Common...., $3 00 to $5 00
Medium  5 00 to 800
Good.   8 00 to 10 00
Fume 10 00 to 15 00
'S'E APPERS.
Short Plug.....  $800 to 1250
Long 10 00 to 15 00
WRAPPERS STOGIE.
Medium   $6 00 to 8 00
Good  8 00 to 10 00
Fine   10 00 to 12 00
Yours Truly,
M. D. BoALEs.
The weekly report of the Hopkinsville
Tobacco Market for week ending Aug.
19th, 1896:
Receipts for week  275 lilids
Receipts for year 18,110 libds
Saler, for week  328 hhds
Sales for year 13,5e3 hhds
Offerings for week  373 'Ads
D. F. SErrneoe.
The Kentucky Agricultural Depart-
ment gives out the following about this
section of the State: Immediate rains
are necessary for the preservation of the
late crop. The most furious complaint
about the tobacco crop comes from this
section, where the worms are said to be
worse than ever known before. Farm-
ers are said to be very despondent, and
in mammy localities have abandoned more
than half the tobacco crop. They are
paying extra good wages to fight the
worms, yet sufficient help can not be
obtained. They are rapidly cutting it
while yet green, as the only means of
saving it. Pastures are all dried up.
Fruits are doing poorly.
Tobacco worms we-re never so bad,
says the Princeton Banner. Leaf by
leaf they are destroying the one crop on
which the farmers of this county de-
pend for their ready money. They
were bad last year and have been bad
before', but there are ton this year to
one ill an ordinary season, if the reports
are true. Many fields have been aban-
doned entirely, and others partially so.
It is safe to say that one-fourth of the
acreage has baen destroyed.
Mr. John C. Dickinson, of Trenton,
Ky., has probably the largest flock of
White Plymouth Rooks in the State.
He now has 1,000 beautiful specimens.
Big Crowd From Hopkinsville.
In mentioning the Warren County
Fair the Bowling Green Times says:
"Notwithstanding the prevailing
dullness of the times, the peewees are
for a large attendance on each day.
There will be an inineense crowd of vis-
itors here from all parts of this State
and Tennessee and especially from the
adjacent counties, very few of shich
have any fairs of their own this year.
Big crowds are expected every day from
Franklin, Hopkinecille, Glasgow,
Clarksviiie anu other purees. The ho-
t, Is of the city are already receiving ap-
p.iestions for room and there can be no
qiestion that they will all be crowded
during the fair.
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Era Printing & l' ublish'g Co
MUSTER WOOD. President.
OFFICE:—New Era Building. Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$ 1 .00 A YEAR.
— ADVERTISING RATES: —
One inch, first insertion
I 47.- Inch. one month.  Sou
One inch, three months  4 10
one Web, ..Is tttttt lilts    a 00
Otte inch, one tear 1300
Additional rates may be had by endive-
Hort at the oftlee.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
t•harges for yearly advertisements will be
eollected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spec-
ified tinte will be el:largest for until onlered
out.
Announcements of Marriages anti Deaths.
not exceeding five lines, and notices of
pr mehing published gratis.
I MI: miry Nit IC.... Resolutions of Respect.
and other similar ludic.", tive cents per line,
—CLUBBING RATES: —
The WEEKLY NEW LIRA and the following
'...p*:ITC1-401,,..eiNolnr•:.Innati Enquirer.  $1 25
Weekly Rt. Louis RepubBe   I 75
Semi- A•eekly (Hobe-Democrat.  1 ...5
Weekly Nashville Sun. ....  I 75
THE BLOODY SHIRT.
Every decent man, every man who
carts anything about his country had
hoped that the bloody shirt, which did
duty during so many Presidential cam-
paigns, had been unfurled for the last
time, but that old thread-bare garment
was brought out and daunted in all of
its hideousness in the faces of twenty
thousand of New York's citizens by
Bourke Cochran, the acknowledged
spokesman of the gold-bug wing of the
Democratic party, who imagined that
he was answering the powerful speech
in which Mr. Bryan made the ablest,
clearest exposition of the financial issue
that the American people have ever had
the good fortune to hear or read. There
was no depth whatever to the speech
that Cochran made, no argument pre-
sented, but it was simply and solely a
tissue of falsehoods, an appeal to the
paseiotut of his audience, and such an
ippeal as the people did not expect,
veti from a man as notoriously devoid
)f character as he is. For instance, he
said :
"Men of New York, toilers of Amer'
ca, guardians of your own homes, will
you allow your rate of wages to be af-
fected, (Cries of -Never, uever,") by
my man who never has paid wages at
ill if se could get out of it? Will you
submit to this conspiracy between the
professional farmers, the farmers who
..ultivate the quarreis of their neighbors
er farmers who labor with their jaws.
Populist agitators of the West and the
anreconciled slave-holders of the South?
This is a conspiracy between profes-
eons' farmers who want to pay low
wages and the unreconciled slave-holder
who would like to pay no wages at all.
(Applause). Here is the real root of this
conspiracy. Mr. Bryan did not create
it. No man can create a movement
like this. The forces that created it are
active and have been working in a
thousand different ways. Mr. Bryan,
representing this theory, is but like a
drop of water on the crest of a wave.
more conspicuous, but no more impor-
tant than the millions of drops that.
form its tease. ' '
That is simply oee of his wild out-
bursts of passion—almost the entire
peech is along that line. Even that
bitter enemy of the Southern people,
Powell Clayton. never abused them like
2ochran did. This is the man that the
told men put up to direct their cam-
paign. This is the man who has been
tent to Congress by Democratic votes,
ind these people that he is denouncing
ire Democrats with whom he has been
effiLiating during his entire political
lie, yet the gold-bug Democratic press
)Qblishee his address and commends it
o the public. Such speeches as this
night to make men who are thinking of
leserting their party stop; and consider
whither they are drifting. The good men
who believe in the gold standard cer-
ainly cannot indorse the wild ravings
if Cochran. but they will get the credit
If doing so unless they cease to follow
Us leadership. No man who does not
ndorse these sentiments of Cochran's
mati got any business taking part in the
novement against his party. The gold
nen of the South should stop and re-
nember that these men whom Cochran
s denouncing as dead-beats, agitators
ind unreconciled slave-holders are their
riends, their neighbors, their fellow-
itizens, are the men iwith whom they
lave always associated and with whom
hey have fought side by side against
he common enemy—the Republican
tarty—and whom they know to be good
uen and true. They should resent the
neult to these men by refusing to take
tart in any movement directed by such
i man and ,in :such a manner. This
peech alone ought to show them the
hunger of turning their backs upon the
tarty that teley have loved so long and
lo well and ateliating with men in
whose breasts there rankle such bitter,
inch venemous feelings towards the peo-
ple of the South as is manifested by this
rpeeehe whieh must have touched a
espomiive chord in the bosoms of the
teople who heard it, as it was well re-
*rived and applauded by them and corn-
nended to the public by almost the en-
ere gold-bug press.
Mr. Bryan went to New York and
nade a calm, impassioned speech, set-
ing forth in full detail his reasons and
he reasons of his followers for favor-
lig the free coinage of silver. He was
ienounced by the gold-bug press as an
inarchist and a socialist and a repudia-
iouist, but when Cochran gets up and
naligns, slanders, abuses the people of
he entire South and West he is called
i statesman and his speech is com-
nended as a masterly argument.
If the gold men in the Seth will
ake Cochran's speech and read it care,
ally and then think over it deliberately
hey will set' that they cannot afford to
ieeert their party.
RATHER CONTRADICTORY.
There are still a few Republican
wwspapers that talk in one breath
Lbout fifty-cent dollars and in the next
bout the immense profit that would
ccrue to silver mine owners, if free snl-
'er coinage were restored, enabling
hem to convert their silver into (Fellers
rhich would contain only fifty to fifty-
hree cents of silver in each.
n speaking of this the Evausville Cour-
sr has the following to say:
"N4wspapers that make these ineon-
latent declarations show how little re-
poet they have for the popular intelli-
ence. If silver were remonetizecl
-very man of ordinary intelligence
:news that the bullion value of silver
rould immediately increase in all the .
aarkets of the world. The moment the
;nited States opens its mints to the free -
,u(t unlimited coinage of silver, three
'unfired and seventy-one and a quarter
rains of silver will be worth one dollar, ,
iecause that amount of the metal can 1
e coined into a dollar whenever it is I
resented at the mint.It is the legal dee 1
rimination that has been made against i
liver which has lowered its value. I
I was actually worth three cents more
han gold on the ratio of 16 to 1, when '
he act of 1873 demonetizing it was ,
mimed.
"Look at the inconsistency of the
.fty-cent dollar and the silver miners'
refit idea. According to the gold ad-
(xutes, a silver miner with a hundred
bameand dollars' worth of silver could
ake it to a mint and have it converted
Ito two hundred thousand dollar r•OInfi,
f this were true it would be wrong.
at why are these dollars one hundred-
nit dollars to the silver mine owner, if
ley become fifty-cent dollars when
unsferred by him to any one else?
"It is such absurd contradictions as
iis that show the utter fallacy of the
ngle gold standard idea." ,
Mr. Bryan is a pretty lucky "anar-
iist"to receive thePresidential forums-
on of three different political panes
1 in one summer. As a rule anarchists ]
xi not thus honored,
 e.-‘•
REASONS FOR SUPPORMING MR.
BRYAN.
It is very hard to understand how
ally man who has ever been; a Democrat
can possibly think of voting for McKin-
ley. There is more in the Democratic
party than the financial issue. The
eSonthern and Western people are more
iaterested in the election of .Bryan than
they could be in that of MCKinley nu-
der any circumstances. Bryan repre-
sents the views of the Southern people,
in fact, of all good Democrats, on the
tariff, as he believes in a tariff only high
etiough to raise sufficient revenue to
pay the expenses of the Government
eeonomically administered, and opposes
a tariff that takes an immense sum of
Money from the pockets of one class of
citizens—the class lees able to pay d—
eed puts it into the pockets of another
class,which is already rich ;a tariff which
iel a prolific breeder of trust and monop-
olies of every sort. He favors the in-
me tax—a system of taxation that
ales a man contribute to the support
o the Government in exact proportion
he derives benefit from the protection
ordeel him by the Government—the
f4irest, most equitable sy-stdm of taxa-
t n that has ever been devised by man,
atid about the only system by which the
utillionaire can be made to -contribute
Ills fair share towards paying the ex-
penses of the Government. He is op.
posed to force bills and everything of
that sort whereby the right of suffrage
tan be controlled by corrupt politicians
who may be in power. McKinley, on
the other hand, favors force bills by
Which he thinks his party might gain
centrol of the South by keeping the
White citizens, the tax-payers, away
ftom the polls at the point of Federal
beyonets, and when the last force bill
was before Congress in 1891 he voted
fer it and worked for it. Mr. Bryan is
also opposed to any encroachment of the
Federal Government upon the rights
gharanteed to the States of the Union
bY the Constitution. He does not be-
believe that the Federal Government
has any rights except those expressly
lital plainly laid down in the Constitu-
tion. He is opposed to the Federal
Gloverumeut doing anything for a
State which the State can do for itself,
aad he is opposed to its sending troops
ieto a State for any purpose whatever
uttil the authorities in that State have
eXhausted every remedy in their hands
aad have asked that troops be sent. He
recognizes the fact that it is a danger-
oes step at best, as when once begun it
[night be done under the slightest pre-
vent, and become a menace to the liber-
ty of the people. Mr. McKinley on the
other hand, favors peternalism, believes
in a strong central governme.nt, wants
to make the Federal Government all
eitiwerful and the States mere depen-
dtricies looking to Washington City for
eVerything. That was the old Federal-
ist idea and it has always been the pet
idlea of the present Republican party
ever since its organization in 1856, but
it has always been bitterly opposed by
the Democratic party,which has always
Le:Intended that the State is supreme ex-
cept and only in the matters where, for
the common welf ire of all the States,
it has specifically and clearly authorized
the Federal Government to act for it.
Mt. Bryan is also oppased to the civil
sevice law. He opposes it because he
b4lieves that every citizen of these
Ulmited States ought to have alchance to
selrve the Government if he is qualified
to do so and if those in authenity should
be satisfied that it would be for the
getod of the public service for him to do
so, whereas the present civil service law
hie created life tenure in office, thereby
crleseing a favored class in this country
where all men are supposed to be equal
before the law. He very properly favors
appointments based upon merit, with
fited terms of office, which after all is
the only fair way.
Now to sum up, Mr. Bryan represents
he views of all good Democrats on
these Democratic principles of tariff re-
form, income tax, anti-force billism, the
giaranteed rights of the States and Ven-
n* in public office. In the face of this
it is hard to understand how any man,
tilit because he does not happen to in-
arse one plank in the platform,could be
filing to forget all about the others and
or the sake of that one taro his back
lion a parry to which he has always be-
hgeel and vote against a man who
tands for his interests, and for a man
who opposes every one of them! A man
who will think calmly over the whole
atter, who will weight each .plank in
he Democratic platform carefully will
nee hardly do it, that's all there is in it,
but the trouble is to get men to lay
aside their bitter feelings—produced by
differences of opinion in regard to the
naeeial issue—and think calmly.
If all the leading nations of the world
had legislated against gold as they have
against silver, thereby closing nearly all
the markets against it, gold would be
worth no more to-day than silver is,
and the same men who are fighting for
the restoration of silver would be fight-
ing for the restoration of gold, because
it is necessary for the welfare of all the
people that all the gold and all the (sil-
ver that can be had should be coined
into money—and when either metal is
struck down and held down by the
strong arm of the law the people must
and will suffer.
Taking it year in and year out, the
coIdest hour of each twenty-four is 5
o'elock in the morning, so the signal
service bureau says. Mr. McKinley,
hewever, will always, after the Novem-
election, swear that the hour on
w ich the ballots were footed up was
coldest hoar he ever experienced.
o matter what may be your views
on the money question, if you have es er
u a Democrat, and will stop and
calmly think over what the election of
Kinley would mean for your coun-
t , you will see that it is your duty to
port Mr. Bryan and save the nation
f m a great calamity.
he advocates of the single gold stan
d say that the only sure way to pros-
Jsfri is through the single 'gold sten-
Well, we have had a single gold
t ndard since 1893, when the silver
.1 use of the Sherman act was uncondi-
ieinally repealed. Where is prosperity?
Beware of Biutm.-nt• for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,.
1 mercury will surely destroy the
Ose of smell and completely derange
he whole (system when entering it
:hfrough the mucous surfaces. Such
'cles should never be used except on
riptions from reputable physicians,
the damage they will do is ten-fold
the good you can possibly derive from
m. Hall's Catarrh Care, manufac-
ed by F. J. Cheney & CO., Toledo,
contains no mercury, and, is taken
ernally, acting directly !upon the
sl+Od and mucous surfaces citi the aye-
. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be
ti e you get the genuine. It is taken
n 'malty, and made in Tomei.% Ohio,
)yiF. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
Id by druggists, price 750. per hot-
ball's Family Pills are the best.
ELICATE wstilu!,N
13Ergaermra
REGULATOR.
11 IS R SUPERB TONIC and
e erts a wonderful influence in
t engthening her system by
iving through the proper chan-
mil all impurities. Health and
strength are guaranteed to result
Iron n its use.
y wife was bedridden for eighteen months,
using BRADFIELD'S FEMALE REGL-
TOR for two months. Is getting well. -
J. M. JOHNSON, Matvera, Ark,
XLDIFIELD RECTLATOB CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
11•14 by lin Druggists at 81.00 per betti•• 4
WAS LINCOLN AN ANARCHIST?
The following extract from Lincoln's
inaugural address shows that he enter-
tained exactly the same view of States'
rights expressed by the Democratic Na-
tional platform, in what is character-
ized by the gold bugs as the anarchist
plank.
Discussing his duty with reference to
the slavery question and referring to
the intentions of the Republican party
he said:
"And, more than this, they placed in
the platform for my acceptance and as
a law to themselves and me, the clear
and emphatic resolution which I now
read:
"Resolved, That the maintenance in-
violate of the rights of the States, and
especially the right of each State to or-
der and control its own domestic insti-
tutions, according to its own judgment
exclusively, is essential to the balance
of power on which the perfection and
endurance of our political fabric de-
pends, and we denounce the lawless in-
vasion of armed force of the soil of any
State or Territory, no matter under
what pretext, as among the gravest of
crimes.
"I now reiterate these !sentiments,
and in doing so I only press upon the
public attention the most conclusive ev-
idence of which the case is susceptible,
that the prosperity, peace and security
of no section are to be anywise endan-
gered by the incoming administration."
The following is the plank of the
Democratic platform containing this
same idea:
"We denounce arbitrary interference
by Federal authorities in local affairs as
a violation of the Constitution of the
United States and a crime against free
institutions, and we especially object to
government by injunction as a new and
highly dangerous form of oppression by
which Federal judges in contempt of
the laws of the States and rights of citi-
zens become at once legislators, judges
and executors, and we approve the bill
passed at the last session of the United
States Senate and now pending in the
House of Representatives, relative to
contempts in Federal courts and provid-
ing for trials by jury in certain cases of
contempt."
Was Abraham Lincoln an anarchist,
too? One thing is certain, if he were
alive to-day he would be supporting
Bryan and Sewall and the Chicago plat-
form.
Senator Janes K. Jones, Chairman of
the Democratic National Committee,
has issued an appeal to Democrats all
over the country and also to all friends
of free silver asking that they contri-
bute what they can towards the party's
campaign fund. It must be remember-
ed that the sources from which cam-
paign funds have hitherto been drawn
are closed to the Democracy this year.
In speaking of this matter the Evans-
ville Courier says: "The people have
undertaken to win a victory that will
restore to them the conditions of equali-
ty and justice that were the primary ob-
jects for which their forefathers con-
tended. These privileges have been set
at naught by the power of syndicates
and corporations. There has been sub-
mission too long, but the determination
that free government shall not perish
has drawn the masses of society togeth-
er in solid phalanx. They intend to
win the battle for humanity which is
now being led by the able and eloquent
William J. Bryan. Senator Jones has
sounded the bugle call to which willing
hearts and hands will immediately re-
spond. ;Give of your substance, no
matter how small the contribution.
Remember the widow's mite and bow
the spirit which prompted it was com-
mended by the SaviorOf mankind. It
is the same gospel in whose behalf the
appeal is now made, the gospel of peace,
humanity and equality. Contributions
sent to William P. St. John, Bartholdi
hotel, New York, will be thankfully re-
ceived and promptly acknowledged."
It is amusing td" see the poor old
Courier Journal pulishing Henry Wat-
ternon's opinions under great big head-
lines—as if anybody in [Kentucky, or
anywhere else, for that matter cares
what Henry Watterson; thinks about
anything. There was a time when
Kentuckians listened to him, but they
now know him and no longer pay any
attention to anything he writes. His
silver editorials, written a few .years
ago when he was a rabid silver man
make much bettor reading than do his
later utteranses on the gold side,
because the silver pieces have the wring
that only characterizes articles that are
written by a man who feeh that truth
and justice are on his side. A man
can read the articles' written by Mr.
Watterson along about 1886 and see that
he was sincere when he wrote them,
but the pieces that he is now famishing
to the Courier Journal from far off
Switzerland are labored in the extreme
showing that the writer is mtrely
writing againt space and is trying to
bolster up what he evidently regards as
a weak position.
The discovery of the Antitoxin treat-
ment for diphtheria is one of the most
important of this century in which
there have been so many valuable dis-
coveries. In the September number of
"The Forum" Dr. Wm. P. Northrup, an
eminent physician of New York, has an
interesting article giving the results of
the recent investigation into the treat-
ment of 6,000 cases of diphtheria in that
city by the Antitoxin process. Next to
con.sumption, diphtheria is probably the
most fatal diseases with which the
physicians of our large cities have to
deal, and any treatment by which it
can be made less fatal should receive
the attention of everybody.
The gold-hugs say that -silver was de-
monetized:beeuuse the ',great quantitle8
in which it was being produced unfitted
it for the office of money, yet it was
worth 3 cents on the dollar more than
gold at the ratio of 16 to I when it was
demonetized, and when Senator Jones,
three years ago, challenged Senators
Sherman and Aldrich to tell him where
in all the world there was $25,000,00o
worth of silver bullion available for
money, except that hoarded in our own
treasury vaults, they could not answer
the challenge,
Money will be issued in such quanti-
ties as was never thought of before this
eampaign. The cause of the gold men
is desperate and their only hope lies in
a lavish tif4e of money. The people are
thoroughly aroused this year and they
will see that men who attempt to buy
votes at the polls on November 3rd are
dealt with to the full extent of the law.
The Republican leaders will have a
hard time trying to spend their money
to advantage on the next election day.
McKinley ought to cease to make
speeches unless he is going to tell the
public his own views about the .curren-
cy question, everybody knows what he
thinks about the tariff that the people
have twice spoken against at the polls in
Presidential elections.
The doctor may be a good old man,
but even so, medical examinations am!
the "local-application" treatment are
abhorent to every modest woman. They
are embarrassing- often useless. They
should not be submitted to unless every-
thing else has been tried. In nine cases
out of ten, there is no reason for them.
In nine castes (tut of ten, the doctor in
general practice isn't competent to treat
female diseases. They make a branch
of medicine by themselves. They are
distinct from other ailments. They can
be properly understood and treated only
by one who has had years of actual
practice and experience in this partieu-
lar line. This is true of Dr. R. V
Pierce, chief consulting physician of the
Invalid's Hotel and Surgical Institute,
at Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, a remedy for all derange-
ments of the reproductive organs of
women, has been in actual use for more
than thirty years. It cures every form
of "female weakness."
DAVID R. FRANCIS
Succeeds Hoke Smith as
Secretary of Interior.
NAMED LAST NIGHT.
Mr. Francis is a Kentuckian. and Has Bun
Governor of Missouri.
Buzzard's Bay, Mass., Aug. 25.—Pres-
ident Cleveland announced last night at
Gray Gables that he had just appointed
Hon. David R. Francis, ex-Governor of
Missouri, to succeed Hon. Hoke Smith,
of Georgia, as Secretary of tne Interior.
Mr. Smith, it will be r •Ineinbered,
resigned a few days ego because
of the fact that he intends to support
Bryan and Sewall, while the other mem-
bers of the Cabinet will not.
Mr. Francis will probably assume of-
fice on September let, as that is the date
named in Secretary Smith's resignation.
Ex-Governor David Rowland Francis
is nearly forty-six years of age,thaving
been born at Richrnond, Madison coun-
ty, Ky., October 1, 1850. His education
was received in Washington University,
his family haying moved to that city.
In 1870 he graduated, receiving the de-
gree of B. A. His first employment was
with a grain commission house in St.
Louis, continuing until 1877, when Ile
began business for himself. In 1ee4 the
D. R. Francis & Bro. Commission Com-
pany was established as a result of the
growth of the firm. That same year he
became President of the Merchant's Ex-
change of St. Louis.
His first political position was that of
delegate to the National Democratic
Convention of 1884. In April, 1885, he
was elected Mayor of St. Louis, having
been nominated as a dark horse on the
le5th ballot. In 18e8 Mr. Francis was
elected Governor of Missouri.
At the expiration of his term, in 1892,
he resumed the active business manage-
ment of his old firm, which had been
kept up by other members of the house,
with occasional supervision by the Gov-
ernor himself. His connectiorewith pol-
itics since 1892 has been that of a simple
citizen, with an active interest in the
welfare of his party and country. Mrs.
Francis is a leader in St. Louis society.
They have four children.
A FINE PAIR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Indianapolis, Ind.,Aug. 25.—Cochran,
of New York, and Caffery, of Louis-
iana, are now talked of for temporary
and permanent chairman of the bolter's
convention to Ix' held to be held in this
city on September 2nd,
A DARING LEAP.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Louisville, Ky., Aug 25.—A Louisville
and Nashville switch engine jumped
from the round-house at Tenth and
Breckinridge streets at noon yesterday,
end, with throttle wide open. dashed
down the left-hand main track on which
paasetirer trains come to the city. A
collision with the New Orleans limited
express was narrowly averted. The
runaway was caught ten miles from the
city by an engine which had started in
pursuit. Engineer Murphy jumped
from one locomotive to the other while
both were running at full speed on
parallel tracks.
AN EXTRA SESSIJN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 2e..1-It is raid
in this city thet Gov. Bradley has tle-
termined to call au extra session of the
Legislature to convene on Sept. 15th,
for the purpose of taking some steps in
regard to the condition of the State
Treasury, to provide in some way money
with which to meet the State's ob-
ligations that are maturing, and also to
provide some means by which a similar
condition of affairs may be avehded in
the future. It is not thought that the
Governor will call elections to till the
vacancies in the Legislature, as the
matter of electing a United States Sen-
ator will not come up.
WHEELER'S CHANCES BRIGHT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 25.—lion. Henry
George yesterday formally{ withdrew
from the race for the silver Democratic
nomination for Congress in the First
Kentucky District. He was forced off
the track by the ultra silver neat, who
will now attempt to combine on Charles
K. Wheeler to defeat Congressman
Hendrick,
SENATOR HILL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KEA]
New York, Aug. 24.—The fact of Mr.
Wm. J. Bryan's being invited to dine
with Senator Hill is taken as a sun' in-
dication that the Senator, who is at the
land of the powerful New York ma-
chine, has fully determined to use his
great strength in behalf of the Demo-
cratic ticket. It is asserted here to-day
that Senator Hill will be present and
take part in the big demoustration in
honor of Mr. Bryan at Albany to-mor-
row night, on which occasion he will
announce publicly his intention to Cu?
port Bryan and Sewall. The fact that
Tammany and Richard Croker are for
Mr. Bryan is thought to be sufficient to
show that Senator Hill is preparing-10
support him, because they are all part
of the state machine. Bryan's chances
of suceess in New York grow brighter
and brighter as each day comes and
got S.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish beV•re proper ef-
t forts—gentle efforts—pleasant efforts —
rightly. directed. There is eomfort
the knb, wledge. that so many forms oi
sickness are not due to any actual is
ease, but simply to a conetipa ted condi-
tion (Jf the system. which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it kis the only
remedy with millions of families, amid is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good ht•alth. Its beneficial
etTects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wleeh prometes ieternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when eeti pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle. which is maanfactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup to. only anti sold by
all reputable dru;r4i.,ts..
If in the enjoement of grid health,
and the system Is rerular, laxntives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may he cemmeneed to the meet skill:u1
phys:cians, but if in :wed of a laxative,
one should have tne beet. and with the
well-informed everywhere. Sy nip of
Figs stands highest and ;s meet largely
used and gives moat neral satieractioie
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If he had bought a r
 ccnt p!cce he
`ewe
would have been able b taL: it with Ifm.
There is no t1-.Z. ttly:2g ilz.re than a
5 cent piece of " Baffle Az." A 10 ant
piece is most too big to carry, an-I the 5
.t.'t cent piece is nearly as large as the 10 cent
S•=4.
piece of other high grade tobaccos. 444
Sets
1
ET YOUR
M. BUBO
Main street, text door to Kentuckian office.
A full liii of staple and fancy groceres Pay ifgh, s
market prices for country produce. Free d elk ery at al
hours to any part of the city. Telephone .
C. 11. LAYNE,
Livery, /Iced & Sale
Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsvilie, K y
Rigs Furnished day or n*uht
LIVIRenshawSon
Livery, IA od_and
Stable
A nice line ct pretty turnouts always on hand. Call on
mAhierm we-4 s:eventh st
!et
• 6
• P.
TO THE Mtn
feel confident that I can make it to your interest to buy
Dress Goode, TT itutningt, Notions. Fancy Goods, Carpets, Rugs.
Mut tugs, Oil Cloths, &c FROM ME.
1,101 my Spring and Summer Dress Goods and Trimmings
At Cost.
All my Silk Waist Pateerns, Organdies, Lawn and Dimities
At Cost.
A lot of odds and ends in Corsets at
Less Than Cost.
kll my Men's, Boy's, Ladies, Missies and Children's Shoes
IT COST.4111 my $1 75, 2 00, 2 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for $1 00.
il.11 of my $1 00, 1 25, 1 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for The.
will tuy goods from me. RESPECTFULLY.
tid to ninke long matters short. I will save you money if yoe
T. M. JONES.
* •
)06.6 • 
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RACKET ÷ PRICES
FOR THIS WEEK.
Prim That Have
Lost Their Bottom
Tin Bucket, 1 qt
" 'II 3 "
1 gal
1 1„ gal
2 gal
2', gal
3 gal
quart metesures
fin cups, 1 pint
1 it
Biscuit entt
Jil cans '2 gal
• 1 ice!
Galvanized bil cans
6 4
• 4
4.•
Sc
7e
9c
12c
14e
50.
22e
Dc
15c
2c
4e
Sc
10c
130-
lbc
Our eitt le 1.4 Swi•
16: Our Price Is
11•11Nel) ! 16 to 1
T in Cuspidors Sc
Cake Turners( Sc
Funnels, half pint. 3e
1 pint 4c
4 • 1 qt Sc
2 qt
Pie plates, 8 & 9 inch Sc
" s&11 in. seol. Sc
" " U in, perf'ad 4e
Square jelly cake pans Sc
Dinner pails 25e
Pot rovers he
Dairy pans, 2 quart 3e
•"• 3 " 4c
' 4 Sc
Jelly cake pans, deep, Sc
Mountain cake pans Sc
This Week We
Puncture Prices
Tea keit ies lbe
Coffee pots, 1 qt., 7c
9c
110
4" 12c
Milk strainer 60
Sprin k ling pots 140
Steamers 18e
Sauce pans tic
Sifters Sc
• • I"
• • s 0
THE RACKET
J. H. KUGLER.
e,
•
rlAKING A MAN
of you. That is what Clark can do.
A rough diamond can be polished
by
CLARK
so that he looks like a man whose
refinement has begun three genera-
tions back. The clothing fitted and
made by him are marvels of good
taste, and in style—the perfection
of the tailor's art. No material but
the uchoicest latest styles kept onh
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAY
ROYAL
Insarancs Company of Limp Hi
(INeXtRPORATED.)
BARBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
1#,IYA9ERSEOUTHERN DLPIRTMEN7
coLl.4.111.4 BUILlilFG. LOUISVILLE, A1'
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
V11/11Itrtt/M1111/11111111MM/1111MtrirttrtTIMMT7111111 1MTMTMTOMMMI11177111,11MA
LE
GOT TO GO!
The Magnificent Stock of Clothing, of the Assigned Firm of
o dStiloualware
-.•••= .••••••-•••••••••
Will be mercilessly slaughtered for two weeks. Creditors arc pushing me, and I
must realize on the stock at once. The immense stock of Men's' and Boys' Clothing
has been divided into four big lots and prices put on them thitt will sell them in a
"giffy." No regard whatever being paid to original cost. The Childrens' Suits will
be sold at correspondingly low prices. No such opportunity Over was, or ever will
presented to the people for laying in their supply of c!othing as Oas will be. Act now,
or you will regret it.
'LOT
LOT 2
LOT 3
LOT 4
m$3.50
All of the Men's and Boys' Suits, Sacks and Frocks; all-wool goods 
Worsteds, Cassim.ers and Scotch effects. Nicely made and finished.
These suits sold at $5.00, $6.00, $6.50 and $7.00. Choice :
All the Men's and Boys' Suits, both sacks and frock, sizes 15 to 19 land Flo
$7.5o
.Scotch Cassimeres, Tricots and fancy mixtures. Nicely .made
ored and will fit to perfection. No better values were ever offered.
34 to 44; mens' strictly all-wool goods, English and Clay Worsteds,
$8.50, $9.00, $10.00, $12.5o suits for : : : . . . • . .
Includes all of the Mens' and Boys' Suits in sacks and frocks that sold
originally at $12.00, $12.50, $13.5o and $15.00. The fit and finish of tlaese
goods is equal to the work of any tailor in the country. These are Pim-
ply beauties. Choice •• ••
Takes choice of the entire house. The finest suits ever in the stock All
imported textures, and the finest sui's imaginable. These suits sol.d at
$15.oe, $16.5o, $17.5o, $18.00 and $20.00. Choice for •
•
t.
.00
CHILDREN'S
U. .SUITS
$1.00.
Choice of Suits, 4 to 15 pars; splen-
did Cassimens, strong and stout
made. Actual value, $1 50 t i $2 00.
$1.50. $2.00.
About 50 suits that, simply can not Fully SO Suits in this lot, anti no bet,
be beat, 4 to 11 yeti's. Blacks and ter suite can be bcught for tile school
Blue Mixture Suits that sold for boys; 4 to 15 years. Origin I prices
$2 50, $3.50, *1.00 and *5 00. l 00, $4 50, $5 NI and *6 0 •
S2.50.
Choice of the tines and newest goods
in the huuse. No better goods can
be had at any price. *5 00, $6 00,
*6 50 and *7 50 suits.
II.A.Withcrspoon, Assignce Cox 81Boulwarc.
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THE NEW ERA.  'CYCLE CLUB FORMED.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Recetted at the postoMce In Hopitinsvtlio
as second-class iu&tl matter.
Friday, August 28, 1896,
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cutern COURT--First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
teuegrzaoir C,ocne-Second Mondays
• 
in January, April, July and October.
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY COCRT-First Monday in every
month.
Organization Made and Of-
ficers Elected.
RACES NEXT MONTH.
Othee Local News Items of More or less
huportance.
 Tuesdaynight an important meeting of
HOME 6. SOCIETY the Hopkiusville Bicycle Club was heldin the 'on/emcee- office of Forbes & Bros.
1
 
Mr. D. Murphy, of Pembroke, was in
town Monday.
Mr. D. M. Whittaker, of Casky, was
In town Monday.
Mr. J. W. Rascoe, of Julien, was in
the city Monday.
Mr. W. S. Moore, of The Square, was
in the city Monday.
Miss Tony Ware has returned from a
visit to relatives in South Christian.
Mega Lela Meilkie has returned from
Dawsou Springs after a two-week's vis-
it.
Miss Ora Baker, of Jalian, is visiting
Miss Eva Nash, on South Virginia
street.
The Misses Rutherford, of Elkton,
are visiting Miss Flack on South Main.
Mr. D. M. Armetrong, of Cerulean
Springs, was in town Tuesday morning.
Mr. U. H. Williams, of Pembroke,
spent Monday in town.
Mrs. John Willis, of The Square, was
shopping in the city Tuesday.
Mr. John L. Cross, of Henderson, is
visiting here.
Mr. M. J. Groom, of Princeton, was
in town Tuesday.
Mr. E. M. Johnson, of Caldwell
county, was here this week.
Mr. J. D. Coleman, of Herndon, was
In the city Monday.
Mrs. Annie L. Gunn, of Cadiz, spent
Monday with friends here.
Miss Jennie Quick, of Clarksville, was
in the city Tuesday.
Mrs. E. B. Rawlings, of Cadiz, was
in town Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Emmett Cooper has returned
from Dawson Springs.
Mr. H. R. Roper and family, of Elk
ton, are visiting in the city.
Mrs. F. T. Gorman and children re-
turned from Louisville Monday night.
Mi liable Wood, of Clarksville, who
has been visiting Mies Belle Moore, re-
turned home this week.
Mr. Jim Gaines, of the Gracey neigh-
borhood, was in the city this week.
Misses Dell and Cecyle Gaines, of
Montgomery, are visiting their aunt,
Mrs. Nelson Green.
Mr. S. D. Wilson, of Wallouia, was
in the city this week.
Mr. Harry McCarrol, of Dallas,Texas,
is visiting relatives here.
Bergs. A. J. Meador, of Hopkinsville, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. F. Ander-
son, at Monarch Mines.-Madisonville
Hustler.
Mr. John D. Hill spent Wednesday in
Henderson.
E. E. Wash. of Wallonia, was in the
city yesterday.
Rev. Joe Carneal, of West Fork, Was
in town yesterday.
Mr. John W. McPherson has returned
from a sojourn at Dawson Springs.
Miseldai Blumenstiol has gone to St.
Louis and Chicago to study the fall
styles.
Mr. C. M. La ham left Thursday
for New York to purchase his fall stock
of goods.
Judge and Mrs. John Feland, of Hop-
kinsville, are in the city.-Oweruiboro
Measeuger.
Mrs. T. A. Smithson has gone to Ow-
ensboro to attend the Sunday school
convention.
Mr. Tom Morrow went to Madison-
ville Wednesday to visit the Hopkins
county fair.
Prof. J. W. Hardy, president of the
&kith Kentucky College at Hopkins-
Ike was in the city Monday . Miss
Bettie Hammond who has been visiting
friends and relatives here for the past
*eek left for Hopkinsville Tuesday.-
Adairville Banner.
A stomachful of undigested food is
about as unhealthy a mass as one can
well,
 
imagine.
What can be done with it?
There it stays. It won't digest. It
churns up, ferments and decays; be-
comes poisonous (as all putrid matter
does) and causes great pain and deep-
seated disorders.
In order to change all this. take Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial.
It stops fermentation and decay at
once, so that no more poisons are creat-
ed.
It clears the annach of poisons al-
ready there. It helps it to turn the food
that remains, into healthful nourish-
ment. It strengthens the stomach for
the next meal.
Here is the whole philosophy and
cure of indigestion in a few words, And
what's more, it's all true. Try it.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is for sale
by draggigts. Price 10 cents to $1.00.
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Buckner & Owsley real Water and In-
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
WANTED-To rent s farm of 400
acres for a term of years. Apply to R.
C. Pace, Herndon, Ky. w tf
LOST-Lady's suspender iblack and
white with silver buckle). Latest book
out. Price 20c. Silver Box 63, Bowl-
ing Green, Ky. dltwIt.
011.Pf the sufferer knows the misery of
dyspepsia, but Hood's Sarsaparilla cures
the most stubborn cases of this disease.
A move in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10c.
For billiottaness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpi d liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. $6 per
box at druggist
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Fowright the tailor and cutter. Pants
made from $5.00 to $15.00. Suite from
$13.00 to $60.00. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Kra.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
DR
C
CREAM
BAKING
POWDIR
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Cups Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
0111110.,/~8/8. Aken or any other adulterant.
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The attendance was large. A perma-
nent organization was made.
The following persons were elected
officers:
James M. Howe President.
W. Wood Vice Free.
Geo. Phelps e4c, and Tress.
E. M. Moss 'e'rack Supt.
J. Nick Thomas Ars'nt Track Supts.Walter Howe
Jack Meador Official starter.
James M. Howe)
it H. Holland Official Timers.
t. G. Yatet3
GeorgeE. Cary ‘i
Harvey Yost ; Judges.
A. W. Wood )
*rank Yost Referee.
A program of races has been arrang-
ed for Friday. Sept. 4th.
Wanted to Sell.
An air-moter wind-mill. Good as
new. Forty foot steel tower, tank, etc.
Will sell at half price.
H. H. ABERNATHY.
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
rlyto HUNTER WOOD.
A New Boy.
Mr. Mat Majors now has another boy
at his house near Herndon. The young
man put in his appearance last Satur-
day night. In twenty-one years from
nom" he will be voting the Democratic
ticket.
The Sunday School Convention.
The State Sunday school convention
went into session at Owensboro Tues-
day. Over 300 hundred delegates are
present. There is a large anew:lame° of
representative Sunday school workers
from all parts of the State.
Administrator's Notice.
All persons having claims against the
estate of Manuel McKinney, dec'd. are
hereby notified to present same, proper-
ly verified to me, on or before Septem-
ber 15th, 1896, at Abernathy & Co's of-
fice, 9th street, Hopkins-vine, Ky.
W. S. G000wis,
4t Adm'r Manuel McKinney, dec'd.
Sued for $20.000.
Drs. Lamb and Ferguson, of Nebo,
Hopkins county, are`beiug sued fort20,-
COD damages for alleged malpractice by
A. J. Terry, who says the doctors
agreed to care him of a peculiar disease
in eight days, but instead left him in a
condition that prevents his engaging in
any labor.
A Birth-Day Party.
A bright and interest group of little
ones assembled at the home Master Jesse
Lee Fowright, the little son of Mr. J
N. Fowright, Tuesday afternoon, the
occasion being the little tot's fourth
birth-day. The table was spread
with the delicacies of the season, and he
wes the recipient of many souvenirs.
Death of J. T. Wilkerson.
A brother of Mr. James H. Wilkerson,
manager of the Hopkinsville Water
Company, died Tuesday at his home
In Bowling Green. His name was
John T. Wilkeniou and he was a well-
known man. Pneumonia caused his
death. He leaves a wife and several
children.
Lost $1.000.
Mr. Dulse Dennis, a farmer who re-
sides in the Southern part of this county
near the Tennessee line, had the mis
fortune to lose a large barn and
quantity of tobacco by fire Tues. night
about 7 o'clock. There was no in-
surance, and Mr. Dennis estimates his
lots to be somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of $1,000.
No Interest Manifested.
The meeting of the young men to
make arrangements for a fair hop did
not pan out well. Less than a dozen
persons showed up at the appointed time
and half of these were not in favor of
giving a large dance. It is now proposed
that a german club be organized and a
email dance, instead of a big ball, be
given daring the fair week.
Their Second Honeymoon.
George T. Beadles and Mn. Lena S.
Beadles, of Fulton, were married at
Princeton Tuesday. They married
and lived together as man and wife
about eighteen months, alter which
they were separated seven years. They
will leave for Dawson to-day, where
they will vend their tteecind honey-
moon. They will then return: to their
home in Fulton:
Trying to be Funny.
Why not dry the tobacco worms and
utilize them for making cigarettes?
They would be long ways preferable to
great many of the vile things puffed on
the streets. Each worm, if carefully
prepared, would make a cigarette al-
ready wrapped and ready for use. The
government would require no stamp or
retvenue from this source.-Madison-
ville Hustler.
Four Negroes on a Jas.
Four negroes who work on Di:.
Wheeler's farm, near the city, filled
themselves full of mean whisky a few
nights ago and acted in a very diaorder-
1y manner. They were arrested and
tried Monday afternoon before Judge
Breathitt. One was fined $2 50 and
Netts, two $10 and costs each, and one,
who had shot at random on the public
highway and had a pistol when arrest-
was fined $75 and coke.
Fwed the Nerves
Upon pure, rich blood and you need not
fear nervous prostration. Nerves are
weak when they are improperly and in-
grifficiently nourished. Pure blood is
their proper food, and pure blood comes
by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, which is
thus the greatest and best nerve tone..
It also builds up the whole system.
Hood's pills are the favorite family
cathartic, easy to lake, easy to operate.
it?
at your earliest convenience and do so.
This must be attended to.
Free F. i1ver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers:in connection with the WEEKLY
NEW ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.2.5.
St. Louis Republic tsemeweekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA. $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, (all three) $'2.00.
Princeton is scandalized.
Princeton is scandalized over the re-
cent elopement of William Casteel, a
married man, with a Miss Ward. a six-
teen-year-old orphan, who lived with
Casteees father. Casteel recently left
his wife, and the Princeton Banner
says:
'There is some little excitement over
the matter, and the good people are
somewhat indignant, as it looks like
kidnapping, coupled with the fact that
Will Casteel only recently left his wife.
It is not known where the couple is lo-
cated.
CAPT. BELL MAY DECLINE.
The Populist Candidate Has Not Yet
Made Up His Mind.
Capt. Cincinuatus Bell, of this coun-
ty, may not make the race for Congress
against Dr. John D. Clardy.
TheeelendersonJournal of Tnes.mern-
ing contains the following information
regarding the matter:
A letter was received in the city Sat-
urday from Capt. Bell, of Christian
county, recently nominated for Con-
gress by the Populists of this district.
Capt. Bell states that he has not as yet
made up his mind as to whether he will
accept the nomination. He will decide
the matter in a few days.
••• 
ELECTION SATURDAY NIGHT.
Mr. T. C. Kirkpatrick Will Teach In
the Local Public Schools.
The Board of Trustees of the Hop-
kinsville Public Schools held a meeting
Saturday night and elected Mr. T. C.
Kirkpatrick as instructor in the high
school department for the ensuing 8 2S-
sion.
Mr. Kirkpatrick comes to the city
highly recommended as a gentleman of
culture and scholarly attainments and
splendidly qualified for the position he
will fill. He was graduated from the
high schools of Nashville in 1888, and
for some time a student in the Cumber-
land University at Lebanon, Tenn. In
1891 he received the deoree of Bachelor
of Arts from the Vanderbilt University
and during the following year took a
post graduate course, and was assistant
iustructer in Mathematics and History
in the Monti ornery Bell Academy. For
a while he was an assistant teacher in
the South western University, of
Texas.
411.
PEMBROKE POINTS.
Miss Alice Lander, of Hopkinsville, is
visiting Mr. C. S. Lander.
Mims Ellen Tot ian, of Paducah, is
spending a few days with relatives at
Salubria, near here.
A moonlight given by Misses Mettle
and Done Anderson in honor of Miss
Huldah Smith, of Trenton, last Wed-
nesday night, was well attended and
much enjoyed by all present.
Miss Maud Payne, of Nashville,
Tenn., is the guest of Miss Jimmie Har-
rison, of this place.
The moonlight at Mr. Ike Garrott's,
in honor of the Misses Richardson and
Reynolds, was one of the most enjoy-
able of the season. Mies Pearl Garrott
entertained in her usual hospitable Ken-
tackystyle.
Mr. Will R. Couch, of the Racket
Company, had a serious accident while
returning on his wheel from a visit to
his best girl one night this oe.aet.
Mrs.' Frank B. Richardson, of Frank-
fort, is the guest of Mrs. Tom W. Por-
ter, of this place.
Mr. Luther Sullivan, traveling sales-
man for the Peter Shoe Company, of St.
LOUIS, Yoe is visiting relatives here.
Mr. C. Herschel Porter, of the Swan-
Abraham Hat Company, of Louisville,
is home for a few days' rest.
Miss Mary T. Jenkins, who has been
visiting friends in Slaughtereville and
Sebree, has returned home to the de-
light of her many friends here.
Mrs. H. A. J. Weaver, of Columbia,
Tenn., has returned home after a visit
to the Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Conch.
Mrs. Thomas' Mandolin Club will
give a concert soon, which promises to
be a highly enjoyable event.
Mr- W. L. Lander, of this place, is at
Salubria Springs to recuperate his
health and spirits.
THE LOCAL MARKET.
M. H. Clark & Bro. report: Receipts
since last report, 133 hhds; receipts to
date, 16,808 hhds; receipts the same
time last year, 10,920 hhds; sales since
last report, 328 hhds; sales to date, 13,-
583 hhds; sales to same time last year,
12,147 hhds. Our market was quite
active this week and everything that
was really desirable sold closer to the
outside figures of our quotations. In
the last week or ten days the crop in the
field has suffered very greatly from the
ravages of worms. In many neighbor-
hoods the devastation is unpredented
and will result in a material shortening
of the production. A considerable acre-
age has already been abandoned, and to
save it from worms, a good deal of to-
bacco has been cut at a stage that will
not yield much over half the weight
that would be secured if the tobacco
could stay in the field until mature. We
will again next year have much poor
unripe tobacco. We quote; Common
lugs at $1.00(e 2.00; medium lugs, $2.25
of. 3.00; good lags, $3.25est 4.00; common
leaf, $3.50ia 6.50; medium leaf, $7.00e,
9.00; good leaf, $9.1e0(e 11.00 ; fine leaf,
$11.50(0 13.00. The offerings were 401
hhds, and rejections 73 hhds.
Insist
Upon having just what you call for when
you go to buy Hood's Sarsaparilla. There
is no substitute for Hood's. It is an in-
sult to your intelligence to try to sell you
something else. Remember that all
efforts to induce you to buy an article
you do not want, are based simply
up
the desire to secure more profit. The
dealer or clerk who does this cares noth-
ing for your welfare. He simply wants
your money. Do not permit yourself to
be deceived. Insist upon having
on
00
Sarsaparilla
And only Hood's. It the One True Blood Partner.
easy to buy, easy to take,
Hood's Phis easy to operate, 20c, 4
Is This You?
Did you receive our letter sent out
last week? If so, have you attended eb
If you haven't you will please call ,
The
THE INSTITUTE BEGINS structor gave some valuable infortuation regarding the devices for teaching FACTS FOR
geography. The use of apparatus was
discussed by several persona
In the afternoon, elementary phyeol-
Teachers Are Doing °try Wag the interesting subject teat was Notes Interesting to
first talked about. A well executed class Much Interesting Work. drill texik ela of the Soil
EXCELLENT PROGRAM.
Interest in the Institute Increases With
Session Held.
The Christian County Teacher's In-
stitute began its annual session in the
Sunday-school room of the Methodist
Church at ten o'clock Monday morning.
About fifty teachers were in attendance.
The session commenced with devo-
tional exercises conducted byRev. Henry
C. Settle. Then Miss Katie McDaniel,
Superintendent of County Schools,
made an interesting and instructive
talk on the successes of the past year
and the work of the coining term.
Miss Maggie Wilson was elected sec-
retary of the institute and Prof. W. E.
Gray assistant secretary. The names
of the teachers present were enrolled.
The naming of committees was left to
the County Superintendent. The
morning session was concluded with an
excellent address delivered by Prof. E.
W. Weaver, of Paris, Ky., who is con-
ducting the institute.
The afternoon session began at 1:30.
School management was discussed in an
entertaining way.. A number of the
teachers took part in the exercises
and there were questions and
answers of an important nature. Miss
Jennie West and Mrs. S. D. Allen gave
their ideas of how to teach children the
use of the dictionary. Composition of
words was discussed by Messrs. John
Sallee and J. 0. Donaldson, and the
conductor explained how penmanship
should be taught. "Drawing for Coun-
ty Schools" was the subject of well-
written papers read by Misses Effie
Woed and Ida.Winfrev. Prof. Weaver
closed the exercises with a talk on
school discipline.
Among the interesting features of the
meetivg of the Christian County Teach-
er's Institute, Wednesday, was an ad-
dress on the importance of local geogra-
phy by Mrs. Kaymond, of Chicago, and
and rxitations rendered by Misses Sarah
Every Rust and Nell Bottomly.
Rev. J. L. King, pastor of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, eonducted
devotional exercises Thursday. A
very inter•sting discussion followed.
The subject of this was 'The Teaching
of History." Mesons. P. M. Barnes and
N. L. Clardy opened the discussion, and
several of the teachers participated in it.
The next subject was "Civics" and the
persons who took part in the discussion
gave some very valuable information.
The morning session closed with sev-
eral thoroughly entertaining talks.
The social life of a teacher was the
subject. Her church work was admir-
ably handled by Mrs. Mettle Doss. Miss
Margaret Wilson, secretary of the in-
stitution, made an excellent talk on
"the teacher's dress," and Miss Carrie
Brasher offered sonic useful suggestions
"the teacher's employment outside of
school hours.
The program of the afternoon and
the last day of the institute follows :
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
1-The relations of the Trustees to the
Teaceer W W Arrner and E.
J Murphy.
2-The Duties of the Trustees .. • Coun-
ty Superintendent.
3-An ideal school building The
conductor.
4
-Recitation.
5
-What paroles can do to help
school .... T. B. Walker, Mrs.
Williamson, Miss Jennie Won
Geo. V. Donnell.
The teachers are displaying much ac-
tire interest in the proceedings of the
County institute in session here, and
nearly all are participating, either by
prepared papers are impromptu discus-
Moyle, in the exercises. The people of
Hor h insville should accept the cordial
invi.e: ion to be present at the meetings.
They will be entertained and mentally
ben fitted.
The teachers who are present are an
intelligent looking body of young men
and women. The creditable way in
which they are rendering the well ar-
rnuged progriuns proves them worthy
to be entrusted with the training of the
children of Christian county.
A list of those in attendance follows:
Mimes Johnnie and Maggie Tucker,
Hopkinsville; Mina Wood, Sinking
Fork; Lulu Richards, Ida Fyke, Hop-
kinsville; Lula E. Clark, Madisonville;
Mille Griffin, Hopkinsville; Edna Poe,
Kirkmansville; Maude Blaine, Dawson
Springs; Olive Morris, Larkin, Katie
and Willie Towns, Hopkinsville; Flor-
ence Buchanan, Crofton; Mrs. Mattie
Doss, Sinking Fork; Miss Carrie
Brasher, Crofton; Mrs. Georgia Thomas,
Gracey ; Misses Katie Clark, Pon; Lelia
Hiser, Sinking Fork; Hattie Clark,
Pon; Ears Rice, Carl; Mrs. W. W. Ar-
mor, Crofton; Misses Ida Winfree, Cas-
ky ; 011ie Blythe, Georgie Moxley, Effie
Wood, Mabel Dryer, Jennie West, Mary
Kiinbrough, Hopkinsville; Ellen With-
ers, White Plains: Kate Griffin, Kirk-
mansville ; Mrs. E. B. Walker, Pon;
Misses Carrie Wood, Pembroke; Ger-
trude Keith, White Plains; Amanda
Taylor, Lydia Taylor, Crofton; Mrs. S.
D. Allen, Pembroke; Misses Margery
Berry, Longview; Helen Wood, Sinking
Fork; Emma Courtney, Fruit Hill;
Maggie Wilson, Pembroke; Daisy Gard-
ner, Hopkinsville; Lizzie Smithson,
Church Hill; Ora Barrow, Hopkiugville;
Nora Wilson. Cerulean Springs; Berta
Hitter, Sinking Fork; Lillie Ray, John-
son; Megan. J. 0. Wright, Johnson;
W. E. Gray, Crofton; J. L. Mauire,
Haley's Mill; W. H. Croft, Hopkins-
ville ; L. R. Ray, Johnsons; Charles
Croft, Crofton; P. M. Barnes, Pem-
broke; John Keith. Miemington ; John
Sallee, Pon; A. J. Eetee, Haley's Mill;
T. B. Walker, Baintaidge ; Walter
Knight, Church Hill \V. W. Armor,
Crofton; J. W. lePoel, Bainbridge; H.
H. West, Laytonsville ; Robert C. Hop-
son, Bainbridge; Jas. M. Calvin, Hop-
kinsville; L. W. Gutlin e Macedonia;
J. W. Hascoe, Hern.lou ; LoLt. A. Cook,
Larkin; Juo. H. Vi anti :per, Garretts-
barn J• W. Montle), Era; B. C. Fuller,
Clardy; W W Teegue Era; F. R. Ut-
ley, Kiremaiev:iie; Joe Donaldson,
Hopkinsville: E. M. Murphy. Lafay-
ette. W. E. GRAY, Asst. Sec.
The institute was opened this morn-
ing by Rev. S. N. Vail.
•'The Teaching of Arithmetic" was
the subject of the first discussion. A
number of the teachers gave their views
on this important subject. A recitation
was given and the campulsory school
law was discussed by J. W. Raecoe .and
J. G. Wright.
The program for this afternoon begins
with a discussion on languaa teaching.
This was opened by Mimi' Gertrude
Keith. Messrs. Geo. V. Donnell and
M. A. Brown told how to secure atten-
tion in the school-room. A symposium
followed. The subject was "How to
Teach Reading." The next three num-
bers on the program were especially
worth hearing. "How to Get a School"
was ably handled by Mr. R. C. Hopson.
Mrs. Ellen Walker and Mr. J. M. Cal-
vin gave their opinions on "The Best
Way to Keep a School," and Mr. L. W.
Guthrie and Hon. J. W. Morgan told
"When to Learn a School."
The Methodist Church was well filled
Tues.night, the attraction being Prof.F.
W. Weaver's lecturkand a program of
music, given under the auspices of the
Christian County Teachers' Institute.
Miss Katie McDaniel, County Super-
intendent, made a brief address ne wel-
come, and "My Country 'lea of Thee"
was sung by the audience. Mimi reeen
Young's sweet voice was heard in a solo.
The Mandolin and Guitar Club rendered
aLeautiful selection. The members of
the organization are Messrs. Robt. Mc-
Daniel, Henry Tandy, Stanley Long,
Will Trice, Rich Perry, Stephen Trice,
Nick Thomas and Guy Starling. Miss
Jennie Winfree sang delightfully.
Prof. Weaver was introduced by Miss
McDaniel. He is a fluent speaker and
something of an orator. "The Best Gift"
was his subject, and he handled it in a
masterly way. Everything he said was
entertaining, and if the suggestions he
gave are heeded the people of Hopkins-
ville will be lastingly benefitted by the
address. The best gift that parents
could give to their children, he thought,
is happiness and he told how this could
be accomplished. The close relations of
the family, the church and the school
were ably discussed.
At the conclusion of the lecture the
Mandolin and Guitar Club played and
Miss Sadie Frankel, who possesses a
melodious voice of fine culture, sang.
The teachers who are attending the
institute assembled at the Methodist
Church before nine o'clock Wednesday
morning. The exercises of the day were
thoroughly interesting. Devotional ex-
nese' were conducted by Dr. W. L.
Now-so. Symposium followed. The
subject was "How to Make a Program."
A number of teachers gave their views
on the subject. Prof. Weaver made a
helpful talk on the history of mathe-
matics. The vain- of the local geogra-
rhy was tele le P of. Chas. H. Deitrich,
v le.) received close int( ntiou. The in-
FRIDAY MORNINO.
the
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1 -Dev ot ion al Exercises Rev. C.
H. Nash. 
. •
2
-Difficulties in teaching grammar
A quiz.
3
-Hygiene, personally applied. ...The
Conductor.
4
-Topical method of teaching physiolo-
gy .. J. H. Wardrope and H. H.
West.
3-A working outfit for a teacher 
Conductor.
1
-Reports of committees.
2-The formation of habits .... A sym-
posium.
3
-Making out reports .... The Coun-
ty Superintendent.
To Clear, the System
Effectually yet gently, when costive or
bilious, or when the blood is impure or
sluggi,-11, to permanently overcome ha-
bitual constipation, to awaken the kid-
neys and liver to a healthy activity,
without irritating or weakening them,
to dispel headaches, colds or fevers, use
Syrup of Figs.
Married Last Night.
Mr. Edward Brown and Miss Ellen
McCleridou were united in wed-lock
last night at the home of the bride's
brother, Mr. Dudley McClendon, near
the city. Rev. H. C. Settle performed
the ceremony.
Only the immediat families and a few
intimate friends of the couple were
present.
The bride is a pretty and intelligent
young lady. Mr. Brown is a gateman
at Richards and Co.'s store. He is a
clever and capable young gentlenian.
The NEW ERA offers congratulations.
Something to Know.
It may be worth something to know
that the very best medicine for restoring
the tired out nervous system to a healthy
vigor is Electric Bitters. This medi-
cine is purely vegetible, acts by giving
tone to the nerve (-entree in the stomach,
gently stimulates the Liver and Kid-
neys, end aids these organs in throwing
off impurities in the blood. Electric
Bitters improves the appetite, aids di-
geetion, and is pronounced by those who
have tried it as the very beet blood puri-
fier and nerve tone-. Try it. Sold for
50c or $1.00 per bottle at R. C. Hard.
wick's drug store.
THE REPORT IS UNFOUNDED.
Dr. Clardy Will Win and Not Have
Great Opposition.
The Louisville CoMmertial claims
that Dr. Clardy will be defeated by
Franks. It says that the Democrats are
afraid to enter into a primary election
with the Populists, and that the young
element of the Democratic party will
oppose the re-election of the present
Congressman.
"In the event the Populists proposi-
tion is declined, then, with the Populist
strength thrown to Bell, and the Re-
publicans and sound money Democrats
voting for Franks, the election of a Re-
publican Congressman seems assured.
The district gave a small Republican
majority last fall for the first time."
Any reports from this district to the
effect that Dr. Clardy will be defeated
by young Mr. Franks are clearly erroui-
ous, replies the Henderson Gleaner. If
there is any very decided opposition to
Dr. Clardy among the young men of the
Democratic party, that is such an oppo-
sition as would influence them to vote
against him or to refuse to vote at all
the Gleaner is ignorant of the fact. Dr.
Clardy's managers are eot in the least
uneasy concerning a primary between
him and Capt. Bell, of Christian. They
know as well now AR they would know
after the result of a primary what that
result would be, hence there can be no
real necessity for a primary. They
know the Democrats have a large ma-
jority ill the district and that Clardy
would defeat Bell hands down. Then
why put the two candidates to the ex-
pense of finding out what they now
know. If the Populists do not want to
vote for Dr. Clardy they will stay away
front the primary and thus refuse to be
held by its decision or they would use
their ballots as if there bad been no pri-
mary. Again the Commercial is in et..
ror in counting the sound money Demo-
crats against Clardy and for Franks.
The sound money voters have been fav•
orable to Clardy and as between him
and Franks they will support the for-
mer every time and nearly to a mau.
NOTICE!
Mrs. E. II. Ral•don, Etc., Plaintiffs
NOTIC
Mr.. Hattie Foster, Etc., tierdaats%
All persons having el/JIM% against the
estate of Hrs. E. H. Ralston. dis•easeil. are
hereby notified to tile the same eith nie.
properly verified, on or before September
INK otherwise they will be forever
barred fr  eollect Ion salkl
Title August 11th. Pate.
W 11.1.1A NI T. FON' LEIL
tv-3t. Master Cititool-ittner
BEFORE I could get relieffrom a most hor-
rible blood dis•
ease! hat] spent hundreds of dollars
trying various remedies and physi-
cians, none of which did me any
good. My finger nails came off and
my hair came out, leaving me
perfectly bald. I then went to
HOT SPRiN
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Eisewbers
Correctly Reported.
LIVE sT04 K MARKET.
Br-petted by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon stock yards.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 26, 1e96.-Cat-
tle.-The receipts of cattle were of fair
size for Wednesday and of poor quality.
The market was not active, but when
business was done it was at a steady
range of prices. Buying '‘was well di-
vided between the different grades, and
took all offerings. No change in yester-
day's prices was reported.
Calves-Shippers were in the calf
market to-day for supplies. Trading
went on steadily at yesterday's figures,
and the receipts, which were of average
size, were all sold.
Extra shipping  $3 it5(4 116
Light shipping ..  34455 875
Best butchers  34.4 3.15
Fair to good butchers.. ...... 25115s 3 25
Common to medium butchers . 2 tog 250
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags 
  . I MO I !it
Good to extra oxen  2105 IMI
Common to medium oxen
Feeders 
1 :Oita 2 re
25.55* 50
PREFERRED LOCALS
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
FOR t ONtiRESs.
We are authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Christian county, as a eandidate for
re-election to Congress, for the the Sec-
ond Congressional District of Kentucky
-subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election November 1s146.
Use Hardwick's
Stock Medicine,
.*:.1.0"...*:..*:..*:..*:4,46,64::•:-..*". ;!._,I• :' °•..6.4•1
1
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tF.IT:
The only reliable remedy for all t $ -•Stomach. Liver, Kidney and Bowel .` •
Disorders. .
. • •
Poultry Powders. 
.* • 7.
Use Graham's Liniment for barbeei ::*•*
wire cuts and all flesh wi edit. e•
• • •
• op
Hardwick Item a full line r:4-•!itALL KINDS OF DRUGS;
KITCHELL'S LINIMENT;
Pond's Extracts: F81:0,
"'tilde Distilled Flit; Witch Hazel;Hamer's Soup and Dressings.
KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE: "
R. C. Hardwick. 
DO YOU
USE 
4ig
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
FARMERS StaCkerl a Billie   2.00(e S1 744 265
Vual calves 
(hole mulch cows  10 Mail) 00
Oult 4 75
Fair to good mulch cows .  12 00(020 00
I hogs-The large supply of hogs here
Tillers' and lower prices at other points damp-
' ened trading to-day. Prices lost Le,
holders sometimes asking yesterday's
prime but allowing the reduction be-
fore the, close. Both local and shipping
buyers were in attendance, and the pens
week barely cleared.
(Ambit packing and butchers, M
atilb .... 00113 15
Fair to good packing. PO to NO lb 8 043 ES
Good to extra light, 100 to MTh . (4.8 35
Fat shoats. 12) to 150 lb . . :1548 40
Fat shoats, IUD to 120 lb  21bail 35
I toughs, 150 to 4012 ftt ........ 2 25eal 20
  2 rele..3 AR)
Sheep and Lambs-Prices for prime
sheep and lambs were steady, and the
denland for those grades strong on ac-
count of their scarcity. Common stuff
was plentiful and sold slowly at steady
prices. The supply was absorbed for
shipment to the Eastern markets
Prices were unchanged.
000d to extra shipping sheep   40e4t sr,
Fair to good .  ..... 2 0042 25
Common to ,medium I Otle$1 50
Bucks  1 usits2 00
Extra lambs  4 5044 75
Fair to good    315555 75
Medium butcher lambs . 2 50143 00
tall ends or culls  2 Otkit2 50
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
Louisville Tobaoco Market, furnished
by Glover & Durrett, Louisville Tobac-
co Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4.213 hhds., with re-
ceipts fair the same period of 4,832 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 115.692 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 11895 on our market to this date
amount to 111,138 hhds.
The fallowing quotations fairly repro-
sent our Market for tobacco 1895 crop:
The offerings on our market this week
embraced 1,670 hhds. of dark tobacco.
The common grades of lugs were rather
weak, while the good grades remain as
they have been for some weeks past.
There appears a little better demand for
such leaf as is seitable for the export
demand., Otherwise the. market has
shown no symptoms of improvement for
leaf
Trash .....   $1 00 to $1 21i
Common to medium lags. 1 00 to 1 re)
Dark rice lusts, ex' quality 2 00 to 350
Commote Reif 
  2 50 to 8 50
Medium to stoexi leaf  8 50 to 500
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 700
"Wrappery styles  7 00 to 800
A gentleman from the Southern part
of Christian county who was a passen-
ger up ou the Ohio Valley railroad a
day or two since, told a representative
of the Gleaner that it was positively
distressing to look out at the tobanco
field along the line of the road. In
many places there were to be seen field
and field of nothing but the stalks and
the larger fibres standing, every particle
of the leaf gone. In many places the
worms had destroyed the crop complete.
ly and were feeding upon the stalks and
stems. Such a sight has never been
witnessed in this country before.-Hen-
derson Gleaner.
Tolaceo worms continue to grow in
numbers, says the Progress. of Elkton.
A fanner who lives in the Eastern purl
of Todd county was in town one (lay
last week. He said that on his way to
town he had to pass along the road
where on either side was a Held of to-
bacco. He said that he noticed as he
came nearer to the fields that one of
them had been deserted and given up
to the worms. Upon approaching a lit•
tle nearer he found the worms aeseru-
bling together near the road. Finally
they began their march as though it
was a vast array. They (Tossed the
road, lost no time in making an assault
upon the neighboring tobacco field, and
at their approach the defender'., who
were one hundred men at work ip
field, surrendered the field to them with-
out resistanoe, and it is How ostimate-d
that there will not be one-tenth of a
crop of tobacco this 'elision, the worms
having gotten the ineeetenthee
et
The Grandest Remedy.
Mr. R. B. Greeve, merchant. Of Mil-
howie. Va., certifies that he had con-
sumption, was given up to die, Marin
all medical treatment that money entad
procure, tried all cough remedies be
could hear of, but got no relief; .pent
many nights sitting up in a chair: u ail
induced to try Dr. King's New Diseov-
ery. and was cured by use of two bot-
tles. For past three years he hits been
attending to business, and says Dr.
King's New Discovery is the grandest
remedy ever made, as it has done FO
much for him and also for others in his
community. Dr. King's New Discov-
ery is guaranteed for coughs, colds ard
, consumption. It don't fail. Trial bot-
tles free at R. C. Hardwick's drug
store.
-
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OUR BUGLE
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IL SALE
THE LAST OF THE SEASON
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Is in full blast now and is offering 0:::;`.
bargains that will not be offered pi
again or many a long ay.
!0-.--,
.9wHy DON'T YOU:;
, 1 e• ,„....
•...
Lay in your winter clothing and ‘r*::::1-.
shoes at cut prices instead of regu-
lar prices? 4. •,..0,
:ist..!......7 :..:i
s
FLOUR• 
....it:0,
•4 • 7.
I . w•
It is elegant and gives entire
sutisfactiomi whenever used.
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C. Binn, Fee Dee, Ky.
To Lease for a Term of
Years.
The fine farm known as the Field's
farm to lease for a term of years. Sit-
uated about 6 miles South of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., adjoining the farm of R. F.
Reeves on the West. Said farm eon-
tains about 418 acres, 3.50 acres open
land. Building good and comfortable.
The farm is undoubtedly one of the very
best in Christian county and in a high
state of cultivation, having in the past
been well taken care of.
For further information apply to
me at my effiee in rear of T. M. Jones'
dry pixels store, Hopkinsville. Ky.
Aug 25d1tw3t H. C. GA NT.
Sam Frankel
Has received Echool
sults fcr children and
boys. New fall and
winter suits.
Stamped linens.
I have just received
200 pieces of stamped
lintns for fancy em-
broidery which I place
on sale at 25 per cent.
less than actual value.
E. Frankel.
The Best Line
Of boys and girls
school shoes in the city
just re-eived at Sam
Frankel's.
SEE
Pam Frankel's boys
Ind girls schcol shoes,
Every pair gui.ranteed.
Fib o Embroidery Silk
Just in, all colors and
shadings. Special prices
on quantities at
E. Frankels.
S Gold Metal 8
School shoes at Sam
Fraritels The best in
the city. Vie u u antee
every pair
Don't You
FcrgcA it, 2am Fran-
kel guarantees his
shoes aed repairs every
pair he sells that rips
free ct charge.
Gold and silver
Hats. Pprice 50 and
75c at
Receiving daily, new
fall clothing atE.Frank-
els.
Sam Frankel
Has the bast stock of
toys ktie pants you
ever saw.
Cut prices on dry
goods, clothing, etc., at
E. Frankels.
Look Through
Sam Frankel's stock
of boys' suits, Reeper
u S coats arc school suits
, before you buy. Get the
Hoping to be cured by tics lehra:c best and save money.treatment, but very soon became disgusted
and decided to try S.S.S. The (fit ct was
, truly wonderful. I commenced to recover
I at once, and after I had taken twelve bot-
des 1 was entirely cured-cured by S.S.S.
i when the world-
renowned Hot
Springs had failed.
Wm. S. Loomis,
Shrevere La.
Swiss ItSCLIIIC 412666C06
e • •
See E. Frankel before
you buy your clothing,
dry goods, hats and
shoes. He will save
you money. Shyr:,r's
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Oh!
Ain So Happy! 1
I DID 4
Have My House Built
-BY-
DAGG & RICHAIDSI
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THE HARVEST FIELD.
A SHADOW ON THE SPLENDOR OF
A SHUNEM NOW.
Rev. Dr. Tetanus, ma She aawsoptabIllty
and the Power of Childhood-From a
V.-orid of no and Suffering to a Wand
of Peace mg a.y.
Wass:ma-Trost. Ang. 23.-While the
reapers are busy in many parts of the
land and the harvists are being gathered
the scene brought before us in this sub-
ject is especially appropriate. The text
is H Kings iv, 18, 19, 20: "And when
the child was grown it fell on a day
that he went out to hies father to the
reapers. And he said unto his father,
'My head, my head " And he said to a
lad, 'Carry him to his mether.' And
when he had taken him and brought
him to his mother he sat on ber knees
till noon and then 4114sL"
There is at least one happy home in
Stennern. To the luxuriance and splen-
dor of a great house had been given the
advent of a child. Even wben the angel
of life brings a new soul to the poor
maa s hut a star of joy shines over the
manger. Infancy, with its helplessness
and innocence, had paseed away. Deys
of boyhood had COM.% days of laughter
and frolic, days of sunshine and prom-
ise. days of strange questions and
curiosity and quick development- I sup-
pose among all the treasures of that
house the brightest was the boy. One
day there is the shoot of reapers heard
afield. A boy's heart ;always bounds at
the sound of sickle or scythe. No eooner
have the harvestere cut a swath acmes
the field than the lad joins them, and,
the swarthy reapers feel young again is
they look down at that lad, as bright
and beautiful as was Ruth in the harvest
fields of Bethlehem gleaning after tee
reapers. But the MU was too hot for
him. Congestion uf the brain seized on
dim.
I see the swarthy laborers drop their
sickles, and they rush out to see what is
the matter, and they fan him, and they
try to 000l his brew, but all is of no
avaiL In the instant of conaciousness
he puts his hands againet his temples
and cries_out : "My head, my head!'
And the father said, "Carry him to his
mother," just as any father would have
said, for eur hand is too rough, and our
voioe is too harsh, end our foot is too
load to doctor a sick child if there be
in our home a gentler voice and a gen-
tler hand and a stiller footstep. But all
afterward._ "Elowsoould you be 'cement
standing In that august presence?"
"Oh," said Erskine, "I felt my'hhildren
pulling at my skirts crying for bread."
What stream Will you not swim, what
cavern will you uot enter, what battle
will foe not fight, what hunger will
you not endure for your children? Your
children must have bread though you
starve. Your children must be well
clothed though you go in rags. You
say, "My children shall be educated,
though I never had any chance." What
to you are weary limbs and aching head
and hands hardened and callous if only
the welfare of your children can be
wrought out by it? Their 'sorrow e• your
sorrow, their joy your joy, their ad-
vanoement your victoev. And, oe, when
the last sicknees comes, how you fight
back the march of disease, and it is
only after a tremendous struggle that
you surrender. And then when the
!mint has fled We great deep is broken
up, and Rachel will -not he comforted
because her children are not, and David
goes up the palace stairs, crying: "0
Absalom, my son, my sou, would God I
had died for thee! 0 Absalom, racoon,
my soul"
• 
A Lost Treasure.
There is not a large family, or hardly
a large family, that has not bent over
such a treasure and lost it. In the fam-
ily fold is there no dead lamb? • I have
seen many such cases of 'sorrow. There
is one pre-eminent in my memory ma
pastor-Scoville Haynes McCollum.
The story of his death has brought hun-
dreds unto God. Ho belonged to my
parish in the west , A thorough boy, 9
or 10 years of age. Nothing morbid,
nothing dull about him. His voice
loudest and his foot swiftest on the
playground. Often he ham oome into my
house mid thrown himself down on the
floor irt an exhaustion of boisterous
mirth, end yet he was a Christian, con-
secrated to God, keeping him command-
ments. That is the kind of childish
piety I believe in. When tho day. of
sickness! came suddenly aud be was told
that ber could not get well, he said:
"Jeans alone can save me. Jesus will
save me. He hiss saved me. Don't cry,
mammas I shahs() right straight up to
heaven." And then they gave him a
glass of water to cool his hot lips and he
said: "Mamma. I shall take- a draft
from the water of life after awhile, of
which if one drink he shall never get
thirsty again. .1 lay myself at Jesus' feet,
end I want him to do just what he
thinks best to do with me." In those
days "Rest For the Weary" was a new
hymn, end he had•learned it, and in a
perfect ecstasy of soul in his last hour he
cried sett:
"In the Christian's home in glot7
There remains a land of rest.
There my Saviour's gone before me
To fulfill my soul's request.
There is resit for the weary,
There is riot fur you.
"Sing oh, sing ye heirs of glory,
Shotit your triumphs as you gu,
's grater are open for you.
Y ,u. shall And an entrance through.
There is nett fur the weary.
"There is rest for you, papa; there is
rest for you, mamma." And then put-
ting his hands over his heart, he said,
"Yes, there is rest for me." And then  
he tithed them to read "The Lord is my  
Shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh
me to lie down in green pastures and
leadeth e beside still waters," and he
cried
sting?
Only
"Now I with you would just turn this
bed so I am look once more on the foli-
age and see the sun set." And they
turned the bed. And he said, "I do so
wish them Jesus would hurry and come
and tails me." They said to him,
" Why, ere you not willing to await the
Lord's time?" "Yes," he said, "I am,
but I etould rather Jesu.s would come
and hurry and take me." And so, with
• peace indescribable, he passed away.
The Ueln of Death.
Oh. there is nothing sad about a
child's death save the grief in the par-
ent's heart! You see the little ones go
right out from a world of sin and suffer-
ing to a world of joy. How many tor-
sassination. Ob, what a responsibility rows they Snonon, how many tempts-
seem the parent and Lae teacher! The thane. bow ow troubles! Childree
4...Jfeb • sae
_4,
liketeleilkeidlOW110.11111Leeop eeee
of no, avail. While the reapers cif
Stemsem were busy in the field there
came a stranger reaper that way, with
keener scythe and fez a richer harvest.
He reaped only one sheaf; but, oh, what
a golden sheaf that wasl I do not want
to know any more about that heart-
breaking scene than what I see in just
this one pathetic sentence: "He sat on
her knees till noon and then died."
Though hundreds of years have passed
away since that boy skipped to the har-
vest field and then .was brought home,
and died on his mother's lap, the story
still thrills uh. Indeed, childhcod has a
charrralways and everywhere. I shall
now speak to you of childhood, ea
beauty, its susceptibility to impression,
itepower over the panned 'heart and
its bliseful transition from earth ter
heaven.
Beauty of Childhood.
The child's beauty deses not depend
upon form or feature or complexion or
apparel. That destitute one that you
suw on tbe street, bruieed with unkind-
ness and in rags, has a charm about her,
even ander her destitution. You have
fbrgotten a great many persons whom
you met, of finely cut features and with
erect posture and with timeless corn-
plexion, while you will always remem-
ber tbe poor girl who, on a cold, r000n-
light night, as you were passing late
Dome, in her thin shawl and barefoot
on the pavement, put out her hand and
mid: "Please to give me a penny."'
Ah. how often we have walked on and
said. "Oh, that is nothing but street
vagabondism!" but after we got a block
or two on we stopped and said, "Ah,
that is not right!" and we passed up
that same way and dropped a mite into
that suffering hand, m though it were
not a matter of second thought, so
ashamed were We ef our hard he arted-
nese
With what admiration we all look
upon a group of children on the play-
ground or in the school, and we clap
our bands lemon involuntarily and say,
"How beautiful!" All stiffness and
dignity are gone, and your thout is
heard with theirs, aed you trundle their
hoop and ffy their kite and strike their
ball, and all your wearinees and anxiety plea beeore some men of great attain-
are gone, as a hen a child you bounded
ments, end a gentleman said to him
over the playground yourself. That
father who stands rigid and unsympa-
thetic amid the sportfulness of children
ought never to have been tempted out
st a crusty and unredeemiable solitari-
ness. The waters leap down the rocks.
but they have not the graceful gtep of
gaildhood. The morning comes out of
tbsslintes of the east, throwing its silver
en the lake and its gpld on the towers
and its fire on the cloud, but it is not so
bright and beautiful as the morning of
ltfe. There no light like that which
is kindled in a child's eye, no color like
that wbich blooms on a child's cheek,
no music like the sound of a child's
voice. Its face in the poorest picture re-
deems any imperfection in art. When
we araeweary with toil, their little
hands pull the burdens off our back.
Oh, what a doll, stale, mean world this
would be without the sportfulnees of
children! When I find people that do
noe • hks children, I immediately doubt
their moral and Christian character.
But when the greet, of God comes upon
a child, how unspeakably attractive!
When Samuel begins to pray and Tim-
othy begins le read the Seeiptures and
Joseph shows himself invulnerable to
temptation, how beautiful the scene! I
knot that parents sometimes get nerv-
ous when their children become pious,
became theylaave the idea that good
children alwlihs die. The strange ques-
t.
twill about God and eternity and the
dead unite apprehension in the pa-
rental mind rather than congratulation.
Iudeed there are some people that seem
marked fotesheaven. This world is teo
poor% garden for themeto bloom in.
The hues of heaven are in the petels.
There le sopiething aboutetheir fore-
head that makes you think that the
hand of:Christ has been on it, saying,
"Let. this one come tce me, and let it
come to me soon." While that one tar-
ried in the bonen you felt there was an
apse! en the room, and you thought that
every sick-nem would be the last. And
when, finally, the winds of death did
scatter the `leaves, you were no more
surprised thin to see a sthr come out
above the cloud on it dark night, for you
had often said to your comaanion, "Ns
aear, weilaiT1 ue'ver raise That -Chilu.'"
But I scout the idea that good children
always die. Sarimel the pious bny be-
came Samuel the great prophet. Chris-
tiqn Timothy became a minister at
Ephesus" Young Daniel, consecrated to
God, becamaprime minister of all the
realm, and there are in hundreds of the
schools and jail-Felten of this ceuntry ,to-
day children who love _God and keep
bis commandmenta, and who are to be
foremost among the Chrietians and the
philanthropies; and the refortnerm of the
next ceetiuy. The grace of God never
kills ane one. A child will be more apt
to grow up with religion than it will
be apt to grow up without it. Length of
days is promised to the righteous. The
religion of Christ does not cramp the
cheer, or curve the spine, or weaken the
nerve-s, There are no malarias floating
up from the river of life. The religion
of Christ throws over the heart and life
of a child a supernal beauty. "Her
ways are ways of plemantuess, and all
bez paths are peace. "
Wading of Childhood.
I pats on to censider the susceptibility
of childhood. Men pride themselves on
theieurichangeability. They will make
an elaborate argument to prove that
they think now just as they did 20
years ago. It is chrgeti to frailty or
fraud when a man'ohanges his senti-
ments in politics or in religion, and it
MOW. determination of soul that so of-
tail drives back the gospel from a nlan's
heart-item so hard to make avarice
charitable and fraud honest and pride
humble and ak9nicism Christian. The
sword of God's truth seems to glance off
from those mailed warriors, and the
helmet seems battle proof against God's
battleax. But childhood-how suscep-
tible to example and to instruction!
You are not surprised at the record,
"Abraham begat Isaac, and Isaacs begat
Jacob," for when religion starts in a
family it is apt to go all through. Jeze-
bel a murderess's, you are not surprised
to thul her mon Jeberarn attempting as-
1: "0 death, where is thy
grave, where is thy victory?"
0 years old! And then he said,
a.,
IMIINIOlail toucnes me seya, ann tne re-
sponae of . keys is away off amid
the pipes d the chords, and you won-
der at th distance between the key and
the chord And so it is in life. If you
touch a hild, the results will eume
back fre manhood or old age, telling
just the t e played, whether the dirge
of a mite sorrow or the anthem of a
great joy. The word that the Sabbath
school tesicher will this afternoon whis-
per in thei ear of the class will be echoed
back front everlasting ages of light or
darkness. The home and the school de-
cide the republic or the deepotiam, the
barbarian* or the civilization, the up-
building of an empire or the overthrow-
ing of it. Higher than parliament orfre
congress the wheel and the family,
and the ,sound of a child's foot may
mean more than the tramp of a host-
What, then, are you doing for the pur-
pose of beinging your children into the
kingdom of God? If they are so whoop-
tible, and if this is the very best time to
act upon their eternal interests, what
are you doing by way of right impul-
sion?
There were some harvesters in the
fielde of Scotland one hot day, and Han-
nah Lemond was helping them gather
the hay. She laid her babe under a tree-
While she was busy in the field there
wail a flutter of wings in the air, and a
golden eegle clutched the swaddling
band of the babe and fiew away with it
to the mountain eyrie. All the harvest-
ers and Hannah Lemond started for the
cliffs. It was two miles before they
came to the foot of the cliffs. Getting
there, wbo dared to mount the cliff? No
human foot had ever trod it. There
were sailors there who had gone up tie
mast in the day of terrible tempest.
They did not dare risk it. Hannah Le-
motad sat there for awhile and looked
up and ssw the eagle in the eyrie. and
then she leaped to her feet, and she
started up where rio human foot had
ever trod, crag above crag, catching
hold of this root or that root, until she
reveled the eyrie and caught her babe,
the ` eagle swooping in fierceness all
around about her.ilastening the child
to her back, she started for her friends
and for hove. Oh, what a dizzy de-
scent, sliding from this crag to that
crag, csatehing by that vine and by that
root, °caning down farther and farther
to the must dangeroua pass, where she
found a goat and some kida. She said:
"Now I'll follow the goat; the goat
will know just which is the safest way
down." And showed led by the animal
down to the plain. When she got there,
all the people cried, "Thank God, thank
God!" her atrengthbuot giving way un-
til the rescue was effected. And they
cried: "Stand back now. Give her
air!" Oh, if a womau will do that for
the phymical li/e of her child, what will
you do for the eternal life of your boy
and your girl? Let it not be told in the
great day of eternity that Hannah Le-
mond put forth more exertion for the
saving of the physical life of her child
an yoe, 0 parent, have ever put.forth
for the eternal life of your little one.
God help you!
Power ot Childhood.
I peseon to consider the power which
a child wields over the parental heart.
We often talk about the influenoe of
parents upon children. I never hear
anything said about the influence of
hildren upon their parents. You go to
school to them. You no more educate
them than they educate you. With their
little hands they have caught hold of
your entire nature, and you cannot
wrencb yourself away from their graap.
You are different men and women from
what you were before they gave you
the Irst lesson. They have revolution-
ised yotir soul. There aro fountains of
joy in your heart which never would
have been discovered had they not dis-
covered them. Life is to you a more
stupendem thing than it was before
those little feet started on the pathway
to eternity. Oh, how many hope', how
many jays, how many eolicitudes that
little one haa created in your soul! You
go to school every day, a school of self
denial, a school of patience, in which
you are getting wieer day by dsy, and
that influence of the child over you will
increaae and increase, and, though your
children may die, from the very throne
of God they will reach down an influ-
ence to your soul. leading you on and
leading you up until you mingle with
their voices and sit beside their thrones.
The grasp which the child has over
the parent's bean is seen in what the
parent Will do for the child. Storm and
darknest and heat and meld are nothing
to you if they stand between you and
your child's welfare. A great lawyer,
when yet unknown, one day stood in
the exxittroom and made an eloquent
dead are safe. Those that live are in
peril. We know not what dark par
they may take. The day may come n
which they will break your he-art, but
children dead are safe-safe forever.
Weeping parents, do not mourn too bit-
terly over your child that has gone.
There arts two kinds of prayera made at
a child's sick bed. One prayer the Lord
likes; the other plaYer he does not like.
When a soul kneels clown ut a child's
sick bed and says: "0 Lord, spare. this
little one. He is very near to my heart.
I don't want to part with him, but thy
will be done"-that is the kind of
prayer the Lord levee. There is another
kind of prayer which I have heard men
make in substance when they say: "0
Lord, this isn't right. It is hard to take
this child. You have no right to take
this child. Spare this child. I can't give
him up, and I won't give him up." The
Lord answers that kind of a prayer
sometimes. The child lives on anti lives
on and travels off in paths of wicked-
ness to perish.. At the end of every
prayer for a child's life say, "Thy will,
0 Lord, be done."
The -brightest lights that can be kin-
dled Christ has kindled. Let us, old and
young, rejoice that heaven is gathering
up so touch that is attractive_ In that
far land we are Hot 'strangers. There
are those there who speak our name day
by day, and they wonder why so long
we tarry. If I could count up the names
of all those who have gone out from
these families into the kingdom of
heaven, it would take me all day to
mention their names. A great multi-
tude before the throne. You loved them
once, you love them now, and ever and
anon you think yon hear their voices
calling you upward. Ale yes, they have
gone out from all these. familiee, and
you want no book to tell you of the dy-
ing experience. of Christian children.
You have heard it. It has been whis-
pered in your ear, 0 father, 0 mother,
0 brother, 0 sister. Toward that good
land all Christians are bearing. This
snapping of heartstrings, thee flight of
years, this tread of the heart reminds us
that we are passing away. Uuder spring
blossoms and through summer harvests
mid acmes autumnal leaves and through
the wintry snowbanks we are paining
on. Oh, lejoioe at it. children of God,
rejoice at it! How we shall gather them
up, the loved and the lost! Before we
mount our throne, before we drink of
the fountain, before we strike the harp
of our eternal celebration, we will cry
out, "Where are our loved and lost?"
And then how we shall gather them up!
Oh, how we shall gather them up!
in this dark world of sin and pain
We only meet to part again.
But when we reach the heavenly shore
Be there shall meet to part no more.
The IMAii that
Shon1,1 enure. our present grief's away.
When these shun years of pain are past,
We'll meet befere the throne at last.
"If Eric is in re-
bust health. ire 'NU
slept well, and is at
the top of his con-
dition at bis depart.
are from Greenland,
his ships will reach
Newfoundland. But,
take out Esic and
put in a strong-
er man -Biorn or
Thorfin and the
ships with just as
much ease will
reach Labrador and
New England."
Emerson wa•
right. Tbe stronger
a man is the fuller
his chest is, the
sounder his heart
and brain and lungs
are, the further he
will sail on the
ocean, the higher
he will nail in his
balloon. and the deeper he will dive into
the intricacies of his business or profes-
sion. A man's glory is his strength. The
world has small use for weaklings, and, it
must he said. sickly people have little use
for the world. But, sickness is generally
an unnecessary evil. It is almost a crime
against nature to be ill. If you are ill and
feel repentant, anxious to undo the mis-
chief, take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. Don't be despondent because
your grandfather died of consumption or
bronchitis, or some other equally frightful
throat or lung trouble. There is no need
of hereditary consumption. Purify your
blood with ' Golden Medical Discovery,"
then take more of it to thoroughly
strengthen and build up your whole body
through the-purity and strength of your
bluod
There Is nothing miraculous about the
"Discovery " It is a compound of cura•
lives skillfully blended. It will cure 98 per
rent. of all cases of consumption if it is
honestly used.
Would yes know yourself? Send si
one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing
on/y, and get Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Adviser. In the reading of this
book of ico8 pages is a medical education.
It is a complete family doctor book, wntten
plain language that everybody can un-
derstand, and profusely illustrated Ad.
dress: WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL
ILSSl•CLATION, 063 Main St., Buffalo. N. Y.
caverns,. and TrsdesMarLs °Maisel sad
eat bustatemeonducted foe sgegg...-in pew
OM. °Mee IS OPPOSITS U, S. PATENT 00111 Ct
aad we eau sec ure patent US ises Lune Uwe mese
remote front W'asLing toe.
Send model, dras,ng or photo., with &emirs
don. We advise, if patentable or ate, free of
azure. Our fee not due tla patent is secured.
A nape " How to Obta:n Patents, ' with
mist of suss in the U. B. sad iorvtga ossatnes
wat tree. Address,
OPP. PATENT GIVICa. WASHING ID., 11...t,
Wallaco,
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the
Old Mutual Benefit Lfe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract.-
Everything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
specialties with us.
Office on West side North Main, near
Court House, Hopkinsville, Ky.
CALMS & WALLACL
Beautitul.
We make your Window, pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS.,
Your Houses
For spring should look neat and
pretty. We do the FINEST
PAINTING, GRAINIG, GLASS
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN-
ISHING, and FRESOOIN G. We
Responsible
And tee our work. Write
or c on tie for estimates on all
work.
Girard & Ricker,
Telephone:orders to L. L. Elgin'
drug store.
Buy a
Smooth
White
Skin
For Your Face!
It probsoly needs renewing, for it is rongh, red,
freekle,d, blotched or pimpled, anti' it has mourne
repulsive Instead of attractive. Healthy skin is
always beautiful. The eon and wind, menu*
pews aged mansetios injure Um akin.
Viola Cream
cleanses. nourishes and restores the Oh, mat ngit soft. white and beautiful It is rya a oretostlo
-dom not meat Op. but removes blemish.•,, It
Is harmless and always does Just what we clalna
for H. The only preparation that will positively
remove freesias. filackhemia. Ten, Sunburn sod
Pimples. Hundreds of teethooelele from prowl-
MSS ladle& lo mots a Jared dermrbete.
a a. c• PITTNER 40.. TOUID0, onto.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beartifies the halt.
tqwnotee • lualumat touch.
Never Palle to Restore Gray
Ci/las scalp dmaars hair ialuuk.Halt to its louthfut Color.
Diftiot•
Porker's Ginger owe. non worst 'ugh.
ask Lungs, Debiley, Ind,ssatou, Pam, Take tutu .a. iu ctn.
gaiDERcoRNS. 're. ceereenat. for ("fTh.impair us. at u‘sists, ouwa CU., ft. x.
PARKER'S OINCER TONIC
Oat,. Lung Troubles, Debility, dineming aronarn
. an4 mud toe maloras yon when a.1 calm
• N.,. ,ri..1fla, 11.41 ehaa...1
NAIR BALSAM
cee. and hymnals" tis. Intr.
Promotes a imunant meth.
Never Pails to Restore Omni
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curse seals diseases k hair fading.
Led lo° at
HIND ERCOR NS meanly. c•-•
Aop• pa.a. Hakes walkarg easy. las. stDrucip.w
Chleheetee• timeiL":. Warmed Weald. '
NNYROYAL PILLS
Ongisal asol Oely
Sara. •I••ve rrIlah4.4. l•Dllt• art
Dragest Iliteaso(or • 15.0(..4 boo-Poland la Red and (. old met& Ito
am. waled •.I.11 War rlaton. Wake4ow:orowa mashes.
/ 11011,A[MRS. AI Orthee•IN wf
to ...ape fo. portalulara. tootnnosiallo 000.
Relief Per Leine." ot Owe, SY resew.
Melt I 0,4.00.15 Tiameeiy,.. NAM. /o.por.
01.1eheetee 4-1••••loale4S,111.sdloo• 1.4
air 'vivito:id Wawa& reJLerle...
Cusl-anan.s
MENTHOL INHALER
CUM itti troubles of the
Iles,' 0..41 bloat.
CATARRH, HEADACHE
NEURALGIA. LaGRIPPE.
WILL CURE '"'stops
sneezing, muffing, coughing,
11 EA DACHE. Con•
tinned use effects
sURE (THE.
ENDORSED !'tf.
1,1sheat medical au-
-.\\‘ Montle. of Furor*
•ild America for
‘,COLDB,Elore Throat
Hay Fever, Brou-
s chltis. La ORIPPS.
The mmt Refresloya
and Healthful &hi to
likADACHR Suffer-
n'. Brings sleep to the Sleepless. Cures Insomnia
and Nervous letration. Don't he fools] with worthless
imitations. Take only C7ISHMAN'il. Price, 60c.
at all Druggists. or mailed frre. AGENTS A
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Prwu".'wonder •
rut curn of Bait Rheum. Old Bores, Cuts.Wounds,
Rums, Frostbites. EICcol4 all other r.medin for
!ILIA& Price, 26c. at Druggists Book on lienthol
free. Address, Cu•inn n Drug Co.. Vine
 
 Ind w 11S4 DIA 4111111111 ST- Chicago. 115
hsE(?)$. THE
VALLEY QUICKEST
-
LINE-"p
LooismieEr;NmEmpills
CINCINNATI AND THE EAST.
Direct Connections foe
all Points in
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas.
Texas, Oklahoma, Mexico,
and California.
FAST TIME
LIMITED TRAINS.
PULLMAN BUFFET SLEEPERS.
Write for information to e neor•It a nt ot
the Chesapeake, Obio & Soothe. estern n„
dOHN ECHOLS, S. C. HATCH,
(=ea 1 Mangy. Gen I Paws. Agt.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
PliZiriL1.4WAZA
P4 Cushman's Menthbi Balm
Ls the safest, most, end most reliable
remedy for
CUTS SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDS
BURNS ULCERS
BRUISES ITCH
SCALDS ERYSIPELAS #.40 OLD SORES.
FROSTED FEET
RINGWORM
Lise Special" Recommended tor P1LES.
g Quick to Relieve eon aisi Reduce Inflammation(sUarlarlt.ord 1.1 rive oat 11.1 1.01, need
an 01 otment.ls .ure to get Oushnian'• Menthol
Balm. Do not accrpt ni th its elr- as being JIM
op ("Oirt, 1 h., Reim la the largest o( Oint-
ment nut the Ism on the uiarket.
If you canon' get it of yoor Amman send VI,
ref sold I.y all lead, ris
CUSHMAN DRUO CO.
sun or 11S4 lloorboro IC.. (VIC 460.
 
1.1.11.3-11.1.113.1a1.1.1.176.1r
SELTZER 3'3'
,Iiimung"bl)MOstieSPSA.L.1
GERARD'S
SELTZER
PHOSPHATE
A COOD TH1NC I
PUSH 11 ALONG
Cane that rinedful feeling at Iliad
and SIOMPA II with one re-
freshing d. >med.
EFFESSENIS Let 800A WATER.
If yea ar• hese Awl !im iota.
11:11.• V.I. If roil liar, haft
',UT ALI. Nit;ill it eraight•
en pm ut, 'Two doses • dime.
At Irrukifilit.
CUSHMAN DPUC CO.
- 
f...12 llama
Perfect Health.
'eep the system in perfect or-
!er by the occasional use of
futt's Liver Pills. They reg-
date the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
T7or sick headache, malaria. bil
ousness, constipation and kin
dred diseases, an absolute cur(
Turrs Liver PILLS
TPEILETS`DiLE
'BUCK rYE
COI-1S NaHl4g HIKES
•••••
I
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE 4
; knovan f c r ie years as the 1
iEIP:RT ns.re:EDY for Pit ES...,-. aoras.00roemor,amenrSWAB P. T .* T. F. :i i: I:CIA: f PITO..!"”tir.i '-er'7.•.?.. 7:..I Z.A 1,2. I.:. tme.
Via. Ohio Valley Re.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.•
und IllinobeCentral, to Louisville, Cin,
(-innate Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkineville 5:20 a. m. 2:53 p.tn.
Ar. Paducah 12:00 noon 11:541p.m.
Ar. Memphis 6:40 p. in. 7 :10 a.m.
Ar. New Orleans 7 :40 a. 7 :30 p.m.
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m.
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. in
Close connectionm made at Princeton
with through eolid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair ears.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Airt
Evansville, Ind. Hopkinsville.
L. & N. Time Table. .
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here :
No, 53, St. Louis expres .6 :00 am
No. 515, acoommodation 7 :05 am
No. 93, Chicago exprese 6 :45 am
No, 51, St. 14011IS mail 5 :29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail... ..... 10:05 am
No. 54, St. Louis express  9 :60 pm
No. 68, accommodation  8 :40 pm
No. 92, Chicago expreas  9:10 pm
No, 53 makes connectemue at Guthne
for Louisville and points East. No. 55
makes connection at Guthrie for Cluks-
SY/PHIL'S
AVE YOU -"Coiored Spots, r=1::ild So
'lorry in South, 11.•Jr Solara( Write coo
stm WWI" OD.. GOT Illamall• Tete
•lease, Ill. foe proofs of cures.
gaobiliAlidtill. Worst men cured ta
SS days. 141111..111410 ewer. free.
1
OST IN Qi/sh...CTI. n t t..abo: lal QUAL,Tif.
I
WHITE'S crEam
VERM I FAME
FOR 20 YEE.RS
Has ,sci a i aeoRM demedies.
!EVERY HOT ra GUARANTEED.1110i.TS 1ST • LL IIRVOOPITTS.1 Prep-or-oil l,won, • rt4k0,4 ISM I.,' ( 4., IIT i 1.1 M....-7.21-4rirAINV•Or41,411%,11NE
-'--1-'-'410111111.011.02040041 
- ,
•- •
•
- 
•Apallakaa., o$61•0114 ,-4(.::444
OVER A GAME OF CARDS
George Morris and Bud
Garth Have a Difficulty.
THE LATTER WAS SHOT
Morris S3apped His Pistol Three Times Be-
fore it Exploded.
As a result of a bar room quarrel Bud
Garth wax shot Monday by George
Morris. Tbe scene of the trouble was
J. P. Tate's saloon on East Niuth street.
The report of the pistol was heard by
scores of people and the rumor spread
over town that a murder had been com-
pleted. A Lig circus or a hanging could
eot have caused much more excitement
and the ealoon and police headquarters
were visited by crowds of people who
wanted to find out the details of the
shooting. The difficulty has been much
exaggerated.
Morris and several friends came to
to town Monday - on the HU o'clock
train from Evansville where then went
Sunday on an exception. They drop-
ped into Tate's saloon to take a drink.
Garth and one or two other men were in
the place. A game. of cards was pro-
posed and Garth and Morris took hands
in the game. Shurtly before nine
o'clock dispute arose. and the game
was broken up. Morris was questioned
about the affair. He mid:
"I acted eutirely in self defense. Sev-
eral times during the game Garth had
cursed me and called me vile names. He
threatened to whip me and I told him
that I was ready to fight if he insetted
on it. He jumped to his feet and threw
his hand back to his hip pocket. I
thought he meant to shoot me and I run
iuto the next room aud got a pistol from
my grip. When I returned Garth pick-
ed up a heavy chair and started toward
IM`. Two or three men caught hold of
me and pulled me from the room.
Garth followed me up and tried to
brain me with the chair. I snapped the.
pistol at him two or three times but it
didn't go off. I backed out on the pave-
ment and he still followed me. Then I
pulled the trigger again and this time I
hit him. I waited a few minutes and
then went clown to the police head-
quarters and gave myself up to an offi•
cer."
Garth's story is as follows:
"We had a fuss aboutW-ho should pay
for the drinks. It was Morris' time.
He called me a dirty name and I told
him I would whip him if he. would take.
his coat off. Then he went and get a
pistol. He came back and snapped it at
nes I grabbed up a chair and tried to
hit him with it, but some of the men
pulled him out of the mom. He snap-
ped the. pistol at me three times. Mor-
ris went out of the ealoon and the rest
of us went up to the bar to get a drink.
I Wasi leaning against the bar when
Morris shot nit. through the bar door."
Garth had a narrow eseape from be-
ing fatally wounded. There is a vier
on his break directly over his heart.
The ball, which was from a 38 cilibre
pistol, passed through his coat, thin
and undershirt and cut out a plug of
fleet. Had his body been turned a
trifle more to the right when the shot
was tired, the ball would doubtless have
entered his heart.
Chills are a bad sign Chills portend
the. oncoming of serious disease. They
are an early symptom of malaria, pre-
cede pneumonia, inflamation of the.
bowels, and many other dangerous di
pleases. They should never be neglected.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic cure*
them It tastes like. mint candy, Ail
druggists guaruntee it.
--For sale by R. C. Ilarewick.
Gold is now at a premium of more
than 200 per cent. in comparison to und
in measuring almost all other values.
Gold has been at a premium for twenty-
two years, and that premium has been
getting higher every year of that time.
I heard of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey
being for sale at the store of Helene.
Gann, Burnett & Co., Grantsburg, Ills.,
and seeing many recommendations
from different persons, of its wonderful
valuable merits, I thought I would try
a bottle. I have been seriously affected
for 25 yeare with a cough and pains in
my side and breast that were causing
me a miserable life. I ;pent hundrede
of dollars with doctors and for medicine,
but everything /ailed until I tried this
wonderful remedy. It beats the world
and has saved my life. I reeommend
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to everybody
with weak lunge. It is a groat thorests.
Sold by all druggists. J. B. Itosiese,
Granteburg, Ills.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
The West and South are not the only
mectione where the farming intereats
have suffered on account of Wall street
rule. Between 1M80 and 15140 the-re. was
a fall in value of farms in ell New Eng-
land of $90,000,000. The :date of Ver-
mont alone ha. lomt $30,000,000.
Rheumatism Cured In spay.
"Mystic Cure" fur Rheumatiem and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterone. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The fine doetegreatlo benefits ;
75 cents• Sold by It. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Ifopkinsville.
Beautiful words and charming ora-
tory cannot change deep-seated convic-
tions. The people, the "plain people,"
favor the free coinage of silver, and all
the silver-tongued orators that the gold-
bugs can mend out eun not ehange them
over to thee iniquitous gold standard.
_ _
Dr. lieles Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chilli permanently. A sure appe-
tizer. A perfect blood purifier. A com-
plete. ;amnia heeler. Dr, Belle Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give eolor to the.
face and change. that sallow complexion
to a healthful, rosy hue. It corrects
disorders of the stommth and aids diges-
tion. Ovenemes nervous depreesion
and low spirits. It will redone exhaust-
ed and mulling !mothers to full strength
and energy and makes children fat as
pigs. Guaranteed.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick.
Nothing could poasibly be more ab-
murd than that a man who has to toil
for hie daily bread should even eir an
imitate think of voting for McKinley,
the. syndicate. candidate, who' reprementm
trusts, combines, corporate influences
and the vvrongful use of the ta.xing
power.
Don't let anyone persuade yon to take
anything else instead of Simi:noes Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just as much for
the bad am for the good. Be sure to take.
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
package.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
No country can be prosperous when
all the wealth be concentrated in the
handm of a few men, and that is the
tendency of the single gold Kneeler'
and that's the reaaon why it has proved
so fatal to general prosperity. The mta-
bility of self-government rests upon the
widest possible diffusion of moderate
welfare, and that end will be. accom-
plished by the free and unlimited coin-
age of silver.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been mold during my life; and for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never used any remedy
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar- Honey. It
gives quick and permanent relief in
grippe, as well as other coughs. We
keep it in our house all the time and
would uot be without it.
Mae. M. A. MBICAI7E,
1004 South Fourth street, Paducah, Ky.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick.
WOMISS1 ANT ONLY SIT TOM Mal-
petent to fully appreetate the purity. sweet-
ness, •nd drileary of conceits and
to Illecover new uses for a daily To cleanse,
purify, and heautifyighe skin, to allay itch.
lug and irritation. to heal chalices, excona.
lions, and ulcerative woukomees nothing DO
pure, so •weet ao speedily effector., as s arm
baths with et:TRIAL Snip, f011oosed, Whelk
nec.asary. hy mild applications Of CUTICURS,
(ointincnti, the great skin cure.
Sold ihmurnoet the world. PrItal. erTle011.4. liras
So•r. He I It i••• •B Ina.. and POI Uwe
Age eu 'IL CON , ProprIttnro. Hoopla
"livs 40 Produce Luxuriant Hair," stalled fres.
Cetting
Thin
is often equivalent to
getting ill. If loss of fle,,`.1
e:In L.. arrested and dis-
ease baffled the " wears
spots" in the system are
eradicated.
Scutt's Emulsloii
is an absolute corrective
of " weak spots." It is 3
builder of worn out failing l
tissue-n(7E1in'. s food that ;
stops wa.de and 7reategg.
healthy flesh.
p..e.eed by it,-ott..5 Deere. Chemists.
Hoe • ut X. !Suitt It, 4rtisa(ola •woryar bey.
QuIck13.Tboroorbly,
Forever caret.
Four out of Ave who
suffer nervousness,
mental worry, attacks
of " nte hi ti es." arc hut
paying the penalty of
early ezremes.
reclaim your
manhood, regain your
vigor. Don't deqiedr. gend for hook with
explariatien and proofs. Mailed ;Healed) free.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
, ape's
f HARMLESS,
THETIC ARE OTHERS--SUP
OWENS PINK MIXTURE
s oily romody ro.ad• or, ...all, 1,
„, OriA I or
-I robe.* •11.1 ,.1.•
....• vs .(Ooe.
50c. Lterrrt•
ill .1 11r,(• fy. ulars
•vol (roe
w. reef° • co.,
Oft.19(C.140 AT.
f t`"‘--
BACKACHE CURED
JAS. I.BELOTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPK INSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forees & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All wort fru rat.teed,
and prices re:twiner:le. Repair work
a erpecialty and wel receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Isock Box 420
Professiopal Cards.
••• Smo.N.I../.101.•
B. 1. woollglio, m. D.
diesaeoeienA.esi-easee-Alosinglimassemee.
PH YSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
▪ iwivervav -v. •
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.'
OFFICE ilarlt::,rti,1140'cxlpt4,;r4E1ullat ng.
Telephone No. 132.
HUNTEA WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
°Moe in Hopper Ble At, np stairs, over
Planters Bank.,
HOPK INSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY
JOHN FILAND.
.,Ittornev - at - Laws
Office Hopper Block, lover leninterstBans
M.3 S. Meriweattier,
1:311Elinirwrzingar
mos over Basseets's in Summer Bloch
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896.
SAM In N D
No. lithely; No.-3710T.
Lv. Evansville 6:15 a. in 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 5:08 "
Lv. Corydon 7 " 6 :: 1 "
Lv. Morganfield 7:55 " 6.13 "
Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 " 0 :37 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7 .31) "
Lv. Princeteu 10:21 " 15:10 "
Arv. Hopkiusville 1! :30 noon 9:50 p. m.
NORTH PouNce.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
LT. Hopkinavilles 5 :20 a. m. 2:53 p.
arrive 4 :00
Princeton 6 :37 " leave 4 :45
Lv. Marion 7 :31 " 5:41 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " :1'7
• Morganfield 9 :02," 7:12 "
Lv. Corydon 9:30 " 7:41 •'
Lv. Henderson 9 :52 " 8:07 "
Arv. Evaniville 10 :M." 8:55 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORM ROUND.
LT. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m.
Are Uniontown 9:35 s. m. 7:40 p. m.
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7 :25 a. m. 5:25 p.
Arv. hiorganfield 7:50 a. m. 5 :50 p. m.
LOCAL, MMUS TRAINS.
La Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily.
Arr. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily.
• Hopkinaville 5 :00 p. m. daily.
Arr. Princeton 7:15 p. m.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
Evansville, Ind.
Perd &lair Aunt_
Hopkint3
4.---e-eseeeteistiesteeneesie, eheetev 
.
McKinley would be afraid to ansert:
; tHhaitinhae is alive witeout first consulting
_ _ 
_
I Bryan is a safe Mall, 11 111,1!1 in touch
, with the pee,ple, ail orator i-rf the high-
; est order, a man of pure life and high
personal character, and thi-r• no valid
I reason on earth why any man who has
ever been a Democrat should decline to
work and vote for hitn.
_______
The evensbom Messenger of lust Fri-
day contained the. following: ..Col.
Breckinridge watt the most tonspicious
figure in the leiltoerat convention at
Louisville yesterday, and was -vindi-
cated" by being elected a delegute-at-
large. Owing to other engagements of
a pressing nature, Douglas Sherley could
not be present."
Let the Government take. its heavy
hand off of silver and place it upon an
equal footing with gold, and the two
metals will work hanroniouely togeth-
er, tut they did from 1776 to 1e73, and all
the people will be benefited there-by,
whereas under the single gal standard
the wealthy are the only Teeple who
have. any chance to to make money.
_
The fact that Senator Shennan 1 as
one foot in the grave. and the other al-
most there ought to prevent hint from
handling the. truth carelessly, but ally
one. who hue read his last utterances on
the cumney question doubtless noticed
that it has not had such an effect
When it comes to juggling with figun.s
itinnudafitsic.t about fincial mitten; Sonntor
Sherman is an artist who has very few
_ 
It is simply wonderful what grave. ate
prehensionm the money power has sud-
denly developed forehe poor working-
man in case we have the free coinage
of silver. The workingman will take
care of himself then-something
though, by-the-way, that it is very hard
for him to do under the single geld
standard. God help him, ifuhe waits
for the capitaliste to take care of him.
The protection that the money power
give% to the workingman is very much
like the protection that...Le wolf gives
to the innocent apd helphes lamb.
To this good day no man knows what
McKinley's personal opinions are in IN`-
gard to the financial issue, except as
Mark Hanna speaks for him. When he
used to speak for hinise.lf he was a silver
man. The Republican party is a fraud.
It adopts a gold platform anti then nomi-
nates a man with all opposite record. In
the East it talks up the platform, and
in the South and West it tells the voters
-all on the quiet" that McKinley has
always been a silver man-hoping in
that way to catch votes a-gwine and a-
cotnin'.
There were for years three classes in
Great Britain-the poor class, the mud-
dle class and the wealthy. The single
gold standard is very rapidly destroying
the middle class, the more fortunate
inembens of which manage to climb up
into the wealthy, bnt by far the greater
portion fall back into the very poor
chum. It is the middle class upon wheel
thes stability of a Republic depende, and
the gold standard is timidly destroying
that clues in this country. as it is doing
in Englund, and the only way to put a
stop to this is for us to' adopt the bi-
metallic tiyetein of currency.
Never before in the history of this
country has auy man been nominated
for the Prtsidency by so many parties
as Mr. Bryan has, yet his opponents
have the the gall to speak of him as an
anarchist. If Mr. Bryan is au anarchist
it will be shown on the 3rd .day next
November that a very large majority of
the citizens of the Uniteck States are
urchists and prefer an anarchist of Mr.
Bryan's stripe to the candidate of a syn-
dicate of plutocrats who have paid $118,-
000 of that candalate's debts, who WI1111
to have Iiitu electisl tii the Presidency in
order that he may hand over ti) them
the taxing power of the (1in-eminent so
as to reinibuise them.
'I ie. free coinage of silver means more
money, which would lead to an increase
in the industries of the. (eatery, and
which would there-fore creats a demand
for more labor, and this increase in the
demand for labor would cause a raise in
wages. The increase in the number of
laborers and in the wages would put
:nor.) money in circulation and there-by
benefit everybody. By reason of the in-
crease in the amount of money in circu-
lation the rate of interest would be low-
ered and farmers and other property
owners now in debt would be enabled
to borrow money with which to pay off
the e teethe. Thehmor man is ho fails te
vote he the free teenage of silver or we
ve el for the mingle. gold *nettle:al will
be standing greetly in his own light.
_ _ 
_ _
There. have been a greet many eliotie
arguments made by the gold-bee press
against the free coinage of silver, but
the most idiotic. of them all is one that
appeared a few days ago in the. editorial
telunine if the New York Mnil and Ex•
press in which it Was states! that free
eoinage me.ant simply that the United
States must buy all the. silver offered it
and puy for it in gold. The. man u ho
wrote that must have been entirely de-
void of brains or else thonght that his
readers were In t hat fix. The free coin-
age advocatisl by the Del-nom-ate. party.
as everybody knows, doe: not eoutean-
plate the purchase of any bullion, Let
eimply proposes to coin free of charge
any and all bullion presented at any
mint of the United States.
For the sake of maintaining the sin-
gle gold etandard whereby your rich
friends' !weepy is niatie many times
Anore vultiabli• rain it should lay% fully,
justly lie, are you tee turn your
back ution all the Denitx•ratie prenci•
pies that you have se tenaciously lichl
to for so many years, and aid in the fas-
tening upon the eon try the most mon-
strous system of tariff taxation ever de-
vised by man, a system viliereby the
toiling nunises are roblits1 fur the benefit
of a handful of millionaire mannfact•
nrers of the middle-We:4 :111(1 1he Eah ?
If you are, then why not lie a Mall
announce yourself for NIcKinley, and
quit talking about a gold Demme:lee
ticket? There is but litie Democratic.
party, and that ham declared in favor of
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
and unless you support the ticket nomi-
nated by that party you are uot entitled
to call yourself a Democrat-that's the
long and short of it.
Eveu if 2111 Demeicrats cannot agree
on the. financial plank of the Democratie
platform, they all can and should agree.
upon the defeat of 31cKitileyisni, which
would be fur worse for the people than
the very worst the Democratic oppo-
nents of the Chicago platform charge
will result from the election of Mr.
Bryan. McKinleyism would mean
destruction to the entire country. Mc-
Kinley has no head of his own, does
not think for himeelf, but is eimply the
tool of the worst, the most corrupt and
unscrupulous gang of politicians and
capitalists that ever plundered a nation.
Wm. J. Bryan is u good man, an excel-
lent man anti an able one, but no mat-
ter if he. were. not, no matter what or
who he might be, it is impomible for
him not to be better than McKinley,
owned body and soul as he. is by Hanna
and his gang. McKinley is not free and
could not ate except as Hanna might
order, as that wee a part of the under-
standing wheu the syndicate pied $11s,-
oon of debts for him.
E. C. ANDERSON
Physician & Stirgon
Office over Planters Batik. Office
burs, from 9 to 11 a. tu , 2 to 4 p. m
Areectable Prcimration for As-
si mitating the Fdod onettleguIaA
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All of our C4..?nts Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfotscis
'COST.
If ou want a prett ,-!loe, a
we rer, one to fit, li.t. latest
toe all sizes, any width last,
an if you want to save $1
to $1.50 a pair on them.
This i Your Opportunity!
RICHARDS
Beth I Female tAlege
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
HOME CtIOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
le organized. Ten able and experieneed teachers Thorough courses An-
cient and Modern Lain...mains, English. Mathematics, Mnsic, Art and Elocution.
!Wilding reteivatcid : Furniture New : Electi i^ Lights. Forty-third iseNai011 °peas
sui-rtistnER ..3.)1 Intel. For Clauliitigue. awns-sr.'
EDMUND IIARRISON, President.
et el College
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
ilecess bly, Healthful, Xine Schools, Thorourh,i
Instru, tion, Xo Saloons, Expenses Moderate.
For ill strafed. catal(Vue, address
W. S. Ryland, - President.
It's itney 'tor Purse
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in packages. ilour-universallyackeowlesigel purest in the world. eCosts no more thin ether rackage sede-never sroi's ,j
Made only CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by rrocep' everywhere. n
Write Air Arm and Kammer Book of valuable Recfpea-FREE.
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ARtit flAtIttlER SODA
Whosei Paints
Are thie Best?
ireftOURS.S1
AGG & RICHARDS
Lumber Planing Mill:
J.M.Renshm Son
Livery, JAM:and
Sale Stable.
A uice line cat pretty turnouts always; on hand. Call OU
Us, Stableen west tieventh st.
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